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back. But instead of going up the
The Vision Splendid.
The Trend of Sentiment.
hill,
he
began
to
back
away
from
it.
Tom, attd when he got near them they
There
was
once
a
woman
wno
sat
The editor of the Civic League Re
C k n rc h D ire c to r)
The girls waited a minute to see down one afternoon and read, for the cord asks me for an expression o f
took a sharp turn and gave Tom a kick
S?J6
B I L L Y , C H A R L E S AND OLD TOM that would nearly knock him over. what he intended to do, and soon found first time, the whole of Macaulay’s
opinion with reference to the present
;;'
f^rst Unitarian Church.
Col, Gray’s horses were always very After being kicked a few times, he it was to back them over a bank of “ Lays,” with the foot-notes and the attitude of the people of our state to
*{to 8u n » X k U iB A M a m i > M i l i t a r y svr.
; LKVKRKTT R. DANIELS. fine, as he took great pride in having stood watching them, laying back his earth a little way to one ; ide of the prefatory chapters which explained ward the liquor traffic. In visiting all
48 Soiiool Street.
the best horses and stock of cattle and ears and switching his tail, with his load. Some cedar sticks the size of their allusions and pointed out their parts of the state and meeting many
SUNDAY SERVICES.
Wonhlp and Sermon 10.30 a . . sheep of any one for miles around mouth wide open ready to bite if he polos used for beans lay near, and as excellences. When she had finished who are in touch with the moral and
the girls had no idea of letting Tom her task, she said : “ Well, really I can c vie affairs of towns and cities, some
11.45 A. M. Billy was a magnificent horse, dark got the chance, which he never did.
u*ilgl«m Union 7.00 P . M. chestnut in color, with a black mane The Gray boys taught Billy to jump get the best of them, Tetalinus held the not see how these poems have gained opportunity
is afforded to estimate the
'^'SNpV' fFOkwk Vaptf Service the Second and tail. The intelligence of Billy was
reins while Hope climbed over the back their reputation. I find them weari present prevailing sentiment with re
a ropa, taking hold of the ends and
* '•"
&mAty at «wh Winter Month.
nearly human, and he could be taught swinging it for him till he got tired. of the wagon and secured two of them. some.” And the man who when he ference to what |io broadly termed the
ALL WELCOME.
Then the girls got down on their was ten years old, had learned Horatius temperance question.
almost any trick that a dog can do
.*»' t
When they threw the rope on the
Baptist Church.
W hen Col. Gray was going to drive ground to rest, Billy xtood and watch knees in the bottom of the wagon and by heart and stamped up and down his
1. Beyond a question the present
AMD M
S .
Billy.,
he went ou ■ to the stable anc ed them. After waiting a little while began to pound Tom with the cedar room roaring it at the top of his passion situation ?is acute. The hand of the
£ CLARKE HARTLEY
sticks with a vigor that astonished him. ate young lungs, with swingings of law was never put forth with so much
sa id :
Highland Aveube.
he picked up the rope with his teeth
“ Billy, I am going down to the
i f SERVICES.
He looked around to see who could arms and legs, and with desperate vigor and schemes for evading the law
and waved it to the boys for them to
10.80 A. M. 7 P. M. village store and want you to help me
be
in that wagon, and the girls pound lunges with unseen swords, the man were never practiced with so much
hold while he did a little more jumping
tn d Pastors Glass
11.45 a . .
get ready. Come here and have your
ed
him all the harder. At last he opened his lips to answer, but shut determined shrewdness.
Maavor Serried
6.00 p . m .
Billy enjoyed this sport very much,
harness
put
on
;
then
go
and
stand
by
started up the hill on the run andkept it them again.
Praise Service Tuesday,
2. The area of opposition to en
7.80. . m . the wagon ready to be hitched. You and when he saw a small piece of rope up till he reached the post office ; so did
And
there
was
once
a
little
girl
who
forcement
is not large.
The surprise
lying on the ground he took it in his
may now go around to the door anc
the
girls
keep
up
a
reminder
with
the
lay
flat
on
her
small
stomach
upon
the
was
usually
mutual,
for
the
amount of
mouth and carried it to one of the
B r S Baptist Church.
wait till I am ready.”
cedar
sticks
;
they
made
up
their
minds
grass
under
an
apple-tree,
and
saw
bluster
a
partridge
will
make
under
k/*
boys if they were to be seen. When
Court St .
Billy would walk around to the door
that
he
wouldn’t
stop
with
them
Una
with
her
lion,
saw
the
host
of
such
circumstances is astonishing,
V, J. A. FORD M. A. Pastor.
the boys were not to be found, he carried
again until they got through with false Duessa, saw all those rainbow - though harmless.
; W anhip and Sermon
10.30 . m . and wait for Col. Gray, and when he
it
to
whoever
he
saw,
and
if
they
took
12.00 A . M. saw him coming out of the house he
him.
hued creatures, half-man, half-fairy, 3. There! is a growing dissatis
3.00 P. M. would turn the front wheels of the no notice of him he laid it on the ground
One
of
Col.
Gray’s
neighbors
met
the
pass in shadowy beauty before the faction w th officers who truckle with
6.15 F. M.
and pawed it with his hoofs.
wagon
a
little
for
him
to
get
in.
He
girls
when
they
were
beating
Tom,
and
thicket
of greenery that hedged her in. the law, with judges whose decisions
(and Satmoo
7.oo p . m.
The boys also threw sticks for him
to understand that the front
[Tuesday
7.80p .seemed
m.
going to their father, told him that She skipped the words she did not are a travesty of justice and with all
wheels were in the way, and should be to retrieve, as boys do for dogs, and “ his little gals would kill that white know, and it never even occurred to her
in positions of authority and responsi
Billy was never tired of playing with
hoss of his.”
to
wonder
which
character
represented
of tho Qood Shepherd turned to one side when any one was
bility
who are false to their trusts.
getting in. After Col. Gray was seat them. Sometimes when the boys were
SUNDAY SERVICES.
Col. Gray said he guessed the girls Queen Elizabeth and which Sir Phillip. 4. The rank and file of the people
10.90 A . M. ed and had taken up the reins, Billy standing with their backs to him, he wouldn’t hurt the horse, but the neigh
But dragons stained the gras.8 with of Maine are satisfied with the prohibi
pvlea
7.oo p . m.
would go direct to t.he village store went up to one of them and seizing bor insisted that they would and added their blood, enchantresses slipped their
Mil
9.45 A. M.
tory law and desire its impartial en
without having anything more said to his hat between his teeth ran away with “ I tell you what it is, Konel, them magic mantles and stood revealed in
FRIDAYS.
forcement. They welcome the Sturgis
7.80 P . M. him, and there stop for his driver to it ; and when they ran after them to
leetle
girls
of
yourn
will
spile
that
unimagined
hideousness,
heroes
fought
Commission as a means to this end.
Map Baa All Welcome.
get out. Then he would walk under get the hat he galloped like the wind white hoss, as sure as you’re a born and shouted and clashed swords to
J. C. KOON, Rector.
Efforts by those in sympathy with the
the shed that stood near the store and over the fields.
man.
rescue
maidens
with
flowing
hair,
right
liquor
interests, to discredit the Com
The boys had no idea that they could
wait to be called to go home.
Col.
Gray
then
went
to
meet
the
there
where
the
little
clenched
Jjand
mission
and to disparage all effective
Oongrugational Church.
When Col. Gray had made his pur get the hat away from him, until he girls fearing that something might could have reached out and touched
' Court S t .
endeavor
to secure enforcement are not
it on the ground or brought happen to them with old Tom in a bad
% M * BEY. DANIEL E. PUTNAM. chases, he stepped to the door and dropped
them.
No
college
student,
cramming
pleasing
to
the masses of our people.
T v M f c N t 10KatteranStreet
called Billy to go back home. Billy, it back, but they liked to see him run temper, but the sight that met him on his Spencer and analyzing the allegory
They believe in the letter and the
SUNDAY SERVICES.
backing out from under the shed, with it in his mouth, he enjoyed the the road convinced him that “ his leetle ever saw that aerial vision.
spirit of our temperance legislation, and
Itm
10.80 A. M.
game so much.
gals” could take care of themselves and There is infinite pathos about these are convinced that this will make for
11.45 A. M. would look first one side then the other
With brief Address 7.00 f . m. to see that he kept free of the other Bill) was delighted with his success old Tom, too.
who, having missed the vision splendid the thrift and happiness oi the people
TUESDAY.
vehicles that stood there, and go up to and would prance around several times
Ettie was standing braced against in their youth, are trying to reproduce of our state.— Civic League Record.
7.80 A . M.
the store and wait for his master to jefore laying his head on the boy’s the wagon seat and dashboard, belabor its misty elusiveness in the common
■■»-*,*■
hi
ome out wi th his purchases and get shoulder like a big baby, waiting to be ing Tom mith her cedar stick, while light of day. Pity those who did not
Episcopal Church.
told to perform some of his other tricks. Hope handled the reins. He followed
get the luscious rotaance of “The air of Making Alloys at Low Tern:J H
amd S chool Sra. onto the wagon.
Old
Torn,
the
balky
white
horse,
perature.
along one side of the road, shielded St. Agnes” while romance still pulsed
When Col. Gray took up the reins
R EV . a E . BDQETT.
was
a
regular
old
terror,
and
was
al
Ifance. * School S t
from their view by the bushes till they in their blood, but now listen in a An interesting process ha* recently
it was the signal that he was ready to
^ v M U N E A Y SERVICES.
ways doing some very mean thing. got to the top of the hill. Then the
s
t
a
r
t
;
if
he
was
going
directly
home
closed lecture-room to a lecture on been devised in England whereby al
1&80 A. M.
One day it looked like a thunder show girls suspend^ hostilities and made
he
gave
Billy
a
little
touch
on
the
back
12.00 A. if.'
Keats. In mature years that becomes loys of two metals cad be made at com
6.00 P. M. with his whip, and Billy understand- er, and Farmer Gray had a quantity of Tom walk very slowly down the hill a mere crust of information which to paratively low {temperature# and with
7.00 P. M.
Sermon
lay cut and ready to be raked up and antj
regf 0f
way ^ome>
out fusing either of the component met
Pi«ytr Meeting 7.30 F. M. ing what that meant, would go like the stored sway in the barn. As he other After seeing that the girls could the child is the heart of life.
als. This is done by . surrounding one
7.80 P. M. wind. I t seemed sometimes that the
MeMerilug
Governor
Penny
packer
of
Pennsyl
horses
were
all
in
use,
he
took
old
Tom
of the metals by the other in the form
manage Tom all right, he took a short
wagon wheels hardly touched the
All Wetoome.
vania, has received favorable replies of a fine powder and then raising the
ground, and when he turned a corner, and hitching him to the raking machine cut home across the fields and stood at
from the Governors of all the other temperature. Thus when a copper
i PHr—bytarlan Church.
if you didn’t keep hold of the seat, went out into the field to help the hay- the door to meet them.
NMm
M
S
.
States
in the Union to his proposal that plate is surrounded with fine zinc dust
When they pulled up in front of the
you were very likely to be f ille d into ers get the hay into the barn before the
B E V . KENNETH McKAY.
i
each State shall send delegates to a and heated to 500 degrees F . there is
shower came. Tom did very well for a door to meet them.
takSosrto Churah on High Street the bottom of the wagon, and it was
ittle
while,
but
he
could
no
more
beWhen they pulled up in front of the national congress convoked for the pur an apparent action between the two
SUNDAY SERVICES.
very hard work to get back when he
9.80 A. M. was going at such speed.
jave himself for a half a da) than a house he asked the girls how Tom had pose of drafting a uniform divorce law metals, {and although a temperature
10.30 A. M.
I have seen a man who had been mad dog can. He saw the corn field behaved. Ettie told her father all which, subsequently, will be submitted some 200 degrees higher is required to
& Service
2.80 . .
short distance from where they were about it ; how Tom had tried to back for adoption to the forty-five State melt the zinc, yet under these circum
ion Fascroft Road 2.30 r . . spilled try to get back on the seat, and
Such a unification of stances this metal will unite with the
6.80 P. M. when he succeeded it was only after raking the hay, and started for it at them over the bank of earth, and how Legislatures.
7.60 P. M.
the
State
laws
relating
to the subject is cooper and form a thin film on the sur
the
top
of
his
speed,
which
wasn’
t
very
she and hope had only pounded him>
Billy had reached home.
d f . Prayer Meeting
7.80 . .
advocated
in
preference
to a Federal face of the Utter. In addition, the
How many times have we laughed great.
and they innocently asked if he blamed
statute
by
those
who
apprehend
that surface of the copper is hardened so
Fortunately for Col. G ray, he went them for doing so.
to see Col. Gray driving up to the door
* Railroad Growth.
divorce
legislation
by
Congress
would
through the middle of the corn field,
that it resists tcratching.
He answered that it was a very
, T l l l l i i t i t t U commerce report la s with the children coming home from
be
pronounced
unconstitutional
by
the
tearing
up
the
corn
by
the
roots
and
By this method it ia possible not on
school ; the wagon pilled full of them
good thing for Tom to know that he
| m s laaaad covering last year. The
United
States
Supreme
Court.
The
spreading
destruction
on
every
side,
ly
to treat {copper, but aUo iron and
holding on for dear life, screaming and
couldn’t have his own way all the time.
IHMBtwv of railways now in the country
objection
of
Governor
Pennypacker’s
Col.
Gray
could
do
notbing
with
him,
steel, and articles of the latter can be
laughing with.delight with their hair
And ever after that when the girls
l i aEfhtly over 2 ,0 0 0 , and many of
but one of the men saw what he was went to the post office with old Tom he plan is that even if all of the forty-five given a uniform and homogeneous coat
and hats flying in the air.
H flp aia laaaed or otherwise combined
The children loved Billy veiy dearly doing and as Tom got up to him, he would begin to run as soon as he got to State Legislatures would agree to enact ing of|zinc without impairing the tem
B i t the same management. The
licked up a large stake and gave Tom the long hill and never stop running a uniform statute, the law might be per in the case of steel objects. I t ia
f m l treehsfls in the United States* and little Ettie would often take a
interpreted in forty-five different ways only necessary to see that the articles
such
a crack over the head with it that until he got to the post office.
•witches, etc., is almost 3 0 0 ,. handful of sugar to the pasture for him;
by
the highest State tribunals, whereas to be treated should be free from scale,
it
knocked
him
down.
Then
he
made
when he saw her he would start on a
Such is the effect of a guilty con
or counting only regular
the
meaning of a Federal Statute would and, consequently,[euch objects as bolts,
Tom
rake
hay
for
all
the
rest
of
that
science or a cedar stick ; we could not
keen gallop after the tid-bit.
Then
' U p * 2 1 2 ,0 0 0 miles. About 6 ,0 0 0
be
defined
once for all by the United nuts, screws, etc., can be treated as
the little maid would hold out her hand day, and when he came the corn field, decide which.
B d lild fM W track was added during
States Supreme Court. We doubt soon as they come from the machines.
for Billy to eat the sugar, and with the he didn’t try to go through it again.
t l a year, which was the greatest
whether either Congress or the State Jn working the process on a Urge scale,
other grasp his mane to lead him up to
There
are
probably
some
warm
sym
The postoffice was a mile from the
a p o u a t since 1890.
Legislatures
would be able to agree on the various articles are packed in an
pathizers
with
the
Czar
among
the
the fence and get on his back for a Gray home, and the girls usually went
The railroads use about 4 8 ,0 0 0 loco*
common
grounds
for the dissolution of iron drum and then heated. If thia
break-neck ride. H er style of nding for the mail every night after supper, Winnipeg police who have supervision
motive* and nearly 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 cars of
the
marriage
tie.
The draft, of course, drum is made airtight and then ex
on Such occasions was boy-fashion. but one night it was raining too hard of the Russian Doukhobors who settled
•B hiada. They employ about 1 ,5 0 0 ,would
have
to
be
the
outcome of com hausted, the process is more effective,
in that country. A large majority of
She would clinch both haqds in his for them to go.
BOS people, or 6 to every mile of road
mane and shout : “ Get-dap, get-dap,
The next morning Col. Gray asked the settlets seem to be doing well, but promise, which, to some States—New as the absence of the air prevents too
•»S pay them over $ 8 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 in
Billy, 1 want a good romp.”
the girls if they thought they could among them are some fanatics whose York, for instance—would seem too lax much zinc oxide forming, though the
wage* a year. The railroad properties
Their and too other States, too strict. There same object may be attained if a small
It was always a wonder to us how go after the mail with old Tom, as whims seem to be incursble.
o f the country are capitalized at 13 1*4
she managed to keep on - Billy’s back, their mother wanted Billy to go away extraordinary pilgrimages in search of is no doubt, however, that in the United amount of finely ground carbon is add
htlHna dollars, orl*8th of the entire
for he would go with such great speed with on quite a long journey later in Christ have been annually recorded. States the growth of divorce is assum ed to the zinc dust.— Harper’s W eekly.
wealth of the nation * that is over $ 6 4 ,that his hoofs tore up the turf and the day, and he didn’ t wish him taken The latest one happened on August 11, ing alarming proportions, and that a
0 0 0 a mile. The gross earnings are, 2
when a squad of thirty of them, men, resolute and concerted effort should be W hen the people of our various
threw it high in the air. They always out until she was ready to use him.
MO t
a year. Two out of every 5
commoiwealths shall become convinced
left a trail after them whenever they
Hope and Ettie said they could women and children marched to York- made to check it. Some comparative as they ultimately, of the truth of the
wade Sailed to pay any dividends, but
went on one of those tearing rides. manage old Tom for that little distance ton, and when close to the town strip stHtistics which have been lately pub statement that punishment does not
t l a others averaged 6 per cent. The
ped themselves naked and burned their lished are startling. It appears, for prevent the commission of crime, the
i s a b t t of people injured on the rail- After she had been riding half an hour and would like the fun of going with
clothes, with the intention of marching example, that while in 1881 the total days of capital punishment in this
Mads daring the year was 8 4 ,0 0 0 and or more, she would tell Billy to go him, so their father harnessed him to a
country will be numbered.
Remove
home, and he would carry her back to light wagon that they had for special in the state of nature through Yorkton’s number of divorces granted in the
o f hilled 1 0 ,9 0 0 .
from
consideration
its
deterrent
effect
streets. The police arrestdd them all, United States was 20,762, there were and you have refuted the last argument
the very spot where she had climbed en driving.
I t has long been known that a large his back, and go up close to the fence
A little way from Col. Gray’s house wrapped them up in blankets, and at no fewer than 35,846 ia 1902, In the in favoi of the dsath penalty. Tire
ivm b er of votes counted in Philadel for her to get off.
was a long hill, and for some reason last accounts were looking k'out for an last-named year there were four times state, theoretically, does not seek re
phln were fraudulent. Some time ago
Old Tom was a white balky horse known only to himself, Tom would other detachment that was expected as many divorces in Ohio as there had venge. It punishes with two ends in
In that single State view, namely, that the murderer shall
Mayor W eaver had the voting-lists that Col. Gray bought of Mrs. Gray’s never draw a load up this hill, though from another direction. The great pro been in 1870.
not have the opportunity to murder
•bached up and nearly 8 2 ,0 0 0 fraudu father, as he feared that Tom might he had never objected to going up it cess of the survival of the fittest will 4276 marriages were dissolved, against again, and that other men shall be de
lent aamec were found on them. He kill the old fellow. Tom was vicious when in a light wagon. Of course no sift the Doukhobors in time, but the 7157 in the whole of France, and 8037 terred by the contemplation of the
saapoctcd that even this did not reveal and used to hate E ttie, and every time one thought of his stopping at the foot preliminary experiences are indisputably in the German Empire. If the number penalty attached to the crime from the
The expedient of burning of divorces goes on increasing during commission ef like acts. It will surely
tho whale troth and had another can- she mounted Billy or Charley for a ride' of the hill with the girls, but stop he trying.
dawn upon our benighted minds some
vaae made which brought the list up he would follow them and try to bite did, and looked around for them to get clothes shows a degree of method in the next thirty years ;it the rate obser
day that either one of these two ends
ved
during
the
last
three
decades,
we
But Charley and Billy out of the wagon and walk up the hill. wrong-headedness which must have ex may expect to see at least half of the can be as simply attained by imprison
l o o m 8 0 ,0 0 0 . Over 2 0 0 policemen or kick her.
won ordered up for trial fur aiding in seemed to understand that they were That wasn’t in the program, so they asperated the good cops of Winnipeg marriages contracted in certain cities ing as by the taking away of the crimi
nal’s life
dissolved.— Harpsr’s.
expected to take care of the little girl took their whip and laid it across Tom’s beyond words.
the oonooalmont of the frauds.
Childhood Days on a Maine
Farm.
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When I am Dictator.
Wkil will you do first when you are dictator ? I was asked
day by a rather nervous gentleman. Really I had not
thought the matter out. He waited impatiently, slicing the ait
With hli M M . But I could give no satisfying reply to this prosp itifo ontyoot of my iron kingdom to eome.
ttato this OMountei I have given the matter some thought;
it It always well enough to be prepared for an emergency. I have
Amided that my first step as dictator will be to give to every man
M fhanee to live by jlnbor ; there shall be no enforced idleness,
f l i t will do more than any other one thing to sweeten and lighten
tho hifd— of the people. This would lift from the man-out-of
wmh the A te of hunger, and it would lift from the man-at-work
A t flmv of tomorrow.
It b the first duty of a government to see to it that all of her
P0|ll hftft the opportunity to live by labor. She must keep open
b » § a m of opportunity, so that every man and every woman
«wy hnvs the material resources for living a complete life. A
gpOTUgaat that Ails in this fails in the vital thing.
IbogNM tad Poverty have been yoke-mates from the most anThere Is {an ever-growing army of enforced idlers
in the shadow of civilization. This is the pathetic
Afll if thi modem world. Think of an able bodied man knocking
,|| vain at the door of life, begging simply for a chance to live by
# i work of U s hands. There are always tens of thousands of
Ao— hnpb— men.
ftflhaatd jiiot be forgotten also that idle men are a constant
toHMMt to the pnblio safety. Not only do the vagrant class drift
jAswn firqm tkie army of idle workers, but thieves and anarchists
MOmwnlted from these ranks. A man must do one of three
m m
or steal. If the labor market denies a man
Ihllt to d the law forbids stealing. Sometimes, too, in a governa man cannot find work, he finds it easy to lose faith
and go over to the anarehists who insanely hope to
away all the laws of order. On the frontier all men have a
jlAMHO 10 work. When society, in her progress, destroys that
AlfVIIOi society must restore it.
tJ*M M wontiaf to live by work, yet finding no work to|do— all
of the poets fornish no figure more tragic than that
Heie Uw man is in a world, not of his own choosing—
Willi while he must eet breed. It is illogical, if not grotesA * government to punish a vagrant, when that government
fppi, t o t soonied to him the opportunity to make a living by work.
1 flAWtyMI 1 am dictator, everyone shall be made secure in this
p M W ? * * of man. Thinkers will differ as to the best proce:gglO to this tod. 1 have a suggestion, and I ,*hink, it would go
fgm itoigb to do some good, and yet not so deep as to interfere
“Altoi OOOpresent system of private enterprise. The idea is a simple
lIlO, 1 would make diligent inquiry aa to the number of men idle
IlfiAl Mfwto arts and crafts : then I would establish enough state
00 UlH^Oipal shops to absorb all of this idle labor. Good wages
gihfl bn paid* as the element of profit-making would be rooted
"hofo on A has already been rooted out of ttthe post-office business.
V ital auy time we were making too many good things, the hours
bo ahettened so aa to keep all hands busy.
1 tide would not bo paternalism ; it would be fraternalism. And
g|i UOvd to make government the organ of the 'fraternal princij: le.
IbiltoMttMU is a system that relieves a man of individual effort
^4111-pute biond into bit open and iwaiting mouth. This was
(Al f4hload and toveun” idea offthe Romans. But the wise father
Holding the Arm among bis boys, so that all, both strong and
gtob. theft have n chance to live—that is fraternalism. Frateris justice, It ia Christianity ; and toward this ideal we must
and more with the process of the .suns.— Cosmopolitan.
t o t othat

'-

My and Graft in Ruooia
fKftittf toe ptem dispatches stated
lot tooto reluctance Russia bad
_ b leave the Potemkin muti*
gl
to do ns they pleased
hi aouii waoceutiMly too good to actod wAh the history of toe Muscovite.
Itoi now toe hoof and toil that were
tog fotikdly eoucenled on that occasion
wvu dime Arto Ally. For in a recent
Mbloiu too European, of Paris, F.
Itodflh ftetti in Intowsting story of
Mir too;Euodnae ore trying to lure
Ip ftowtoin atolora beck to Russian
tolltog# M. Pietrieh mys : “ It is a
bgltotolo euphemism to say that
htofthAtiylUgtopersnnds the aiutiUMUto lilurn to thsir country, for it
wall ho dtftoult to Imagine baser work
which has been performed by
agents ever since the sailof too Knits Pbtemkin entered
The stolon living at Cont, Galatz, and in other
Min and totian of Roumania, are contally receiving letters urging them
to Button* stating that their
are being persecuted by the
__ v tad so on. The Muscovite
puts hare succeeded in deooying to
mi fifteen stolon who had obtained
iploymont in a factory at Galatz, and
Wf aiu on a constant hunt for more,
ben other means fail they get the
Hon totosicated and thus deliver
cm into tbs hands of the Russian
Oboritise, 01 if they cannot do that
Wf invent all sorts of schemes to
mummies too unfortunate men."
**▲ characteristic incident is afforded
f the ease of a Russian Spy, a Greek

Grange News.

whether or not a cow is with calf :
“ The cow to be tested is milked sep
arately, and as soon as possible after
the milk is drawn we dip a straw or
The Lift of the H eart.
Timothy stem in the bucket of milk
When we stand with the woods around us
Have a glass of pure water at hand and
And the great boughs overhead;
When the wind blows cool on our foreheads, allow one drop of the milk to fall in
the water— only one ; if the milk quick
And the breath of pines is shed;
When the song of the thrush is ringing,—
ly dissipates and renders the water
Wonderful, rich, apart,murky, the cow is not in calf, but if
Between the sound and the silence
the milk drop sinks to the bottom of
Conies a sudden lift of the heart.
the glass before mixing with the water
When we ^aze from a wintery summit
Over mountain-tops aglow.
she is pregnant. If you are not suffi
In the clear cold light of the sunset,
ciently expert, take the milk of another
And on pools of dusk below ;
cow that has newly calved, and pursue
When the frozen woods are so silent
•he same treatment with both at the
That a dead leaf makes us start,
Between the Hush and the fading
same time, and you will not fail to note
Comes a sudden lift of the heart.
the difference in the way the drop of
When we seek with the clearer vision
milk will mix with the water. I have
That Uricf the Kevealer brings
practiced this method of determining
For the threads that are shot together
pregnancy in my herd for years, and
In the close-wrought Web of Things,
And find that I’ain is woven
have never known it to fail. This is
Into Love and .Joy and Art,
simplicity itself, ami costs nothing to
Between the search and solace
try it."
Fanning World.
Conies a sudden lift of tne heart.

M oney in Farm ing.
The fact is

just beginning to be

realized by people in general that there
are large profits in farming when con
ducted on scientific lines. In the west,
where the land is new and rich, there
are farms of many

hundreds of acres,

and the business is carried on with an
army of men and horses, using com
plicated
methods.

machinery

and

wholesale

In the east, on the contrary,

the practice of intensive farming is
general. This means that only a few
acres of land are worked but are so
thoroughly fertilized and so faithfully
cultivated that as large crops can be
raised as on four times as much land
with the old-fashioned method. There
is a young man living near Boston who
cultivates but ten acres of land, but
the produots of that small area sell for
$ 1 0,000.

This young farmer learned

his business at the State Agricultural
College at Amherst, and in making a
single acre yield crops to the value of
owe thousand dollars lie has accomplish
ed what would have been considered
a few years ago an utter impossibility.
During the rush season these ten acres
furnish work for twenty men, while the
old-fashioned
farmer considered that
with the aid of one or two hired men
he could care for one hundred acres.
Many modern farmers specialize, just
as do experts in other professions. The
Bay State young farmer just mentioned
devotes himself to intensive gardening,
with violet culture to keep himself busy
during the winter.

Other young men

learn to become^especially proficient in
dairying, while others decide in favor
of poultry-raising or orchard-growing.
In order to become versed in all of these
branches it requires an amount of study
and investigation which seems appall
ing to one not familiar with scientific
farming. The mere study of the nature
of the soil in which the crops are grown
means delving into more than one com
plex science.

Potato Prices are Better.
New

York, Aug.

2 5 . - There is a

better prosp ct now for a good potato
market this winter than fer some time.
The abundance of cheap seed last spring
by nationality. This man was engaged indicated a very heavy crop.
A big
as interpreter when the sailors were acreage was planted in New York State
questioned by the prefest of Constanza. as well as in Maine. These States pro
Bui in translating the remarks of the duce most of the stock for this market
prefect the Greek completely changed and New England States.
their meaning. In this way he suc
As ^indicated in last week’s issue,
ceeded in delivering fifty sailors into heavy rains in New York State ma
the hands of the Pisarewsky squadron,
the sailors being afterwards shot at
Odessa. The Russian agents prome
nade the streets of the Roumanian cities

terially curtailed the crop. This kweek
reports show that the vines are very

heavy, with light sets, and that blight
and rot are very noticeable in many
in the most open manner, and give sections. While this is perhaps dis
themselves no concern for the Rouman couraging to growers, because they will
ian authorities. But the spies swarm lose much work, it is encouraging for
chiefly at Galatz and in the capital ; the trade. If the crop is cut short the
and among them are many women who prices will be better. Dealers as well
are extremely zealous in satisfying the as growers remember what a demor
orders of the Russian secret agents at alized 'condition condition existed last
Bucharest. Up to the present it is es year because of the immense pots to
timated that the number of sailors the crop and dreaded
another winter of
Russians have caught exceeds eighty, cheap prices.
and ’ here is no doubt that these men
M aine A bout 60 B e it. L ent .
have shared the fate of the crew of tor
In Maine the drouth instead of rain
pedo boat 2 6 7 , all of whom were shot
has materially affected the Aroostook
County crop. That will not be over
The Pennsylvania Democrats in state 60 per cent of an average.
Maine had
convention have just done what they too many potatoes last year, and, while
never did before— chosen for their the acreage is larger, the production
nominee a man already nominated by will be much less.
Michigan agd the
the Republicans. Seeing they had no western points have good crops. This
in Odessa."

chance to elect one of their own party
to the supreme court bench they en
dorsed Judge John Stewart, in the hope
that enough Republicans might thereby
be induced to vote for ^heir candidate
for state treasurer to elect him.

Are

You Using Allen’s Foot Ease?

is particularly true of Wisconsin and
Minnesota. Very few potatoes from
Wisconsin
reach this market unless
stock is scarce. If Michigan has a good
crop it will prevent any extreme prices
on the New York markets.

holes are of
to springs,
surface. It
a r >ad
evenly
show un

So let us remain unworried about race
These dish holes or mud
suicide, remembering that parents have course, many times not due
a serious duty to themselves and to but to poor or unfinished
their children as well as to the state is impossible when surfacing
with new material to spread it
The Hen is Firm .
and these inequalities do not
With the strength born of govern til the travel indicates them.
ment statistics Franklin Forbes con speaking now of roads su.faced
presume
tends in the current Success Magazine aid of a roller and
per
cent,
of
our
roads
in
that the mother of the American chick
never
seen
one.
On
the
99
en is at once the most productive as she
is the most reliable of all of our in
dustrial money-makers.

According to the government au
thorities egg ami poultry earnings for
one recent year amounted to §280 ,0 0 0 ,
000. The total value ot the gold, sil
ver, wool and sheep produced in Ameri
ca during the year in question was
$ 2 72,404,:} 15.
That part of the wheat crop used
at home, which many consider the
most valuable of all agricultural pro surface smooth and hard.
ducts, was worth $ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Do not forget when
The value of the oat crop was $ 7 8 ,- done to continually aim
M. Witte is a self-made man, and
0 8 4 ,9 0 0 .
Potatoes grown in as large road a crown. That is,
nowhere on earth are self-made men
your road get
flat.
a sum as were the oat crop.
more respected than in the American
enough
to
turn
the
water
Cotton, the dethroned king of staples
commonwealth.
His schooling has
could show only $ 2 5 9 ,1 5 1 ,6 4 0 , as 1- ditches, but do not
been gained from life, not books. He
gainst the magnificent earning of its high that the side slopes are
has the intimate and first-hand knowthat the side slopes are
feathered rival.
1 dge of all sorts and conditions of
The crops of flax, timothy, clover, turn out on.
human beings ; their sentiments, motive
'The last thing you should see
millet and cane seeds,
broom corn,
aptitudes, limitations ; their suscepti
the
fall is that all ditches
free
castor beans, hay straw, and so forth,
bilities to attraction and repulsion —
couldn’t all told, come within a meas dead leaves, branches and
which only self-made me:i acquire.
urable distance of many millions of tions to a free flow
He is not a conventional diplomatist,
should also examine all
the poultry earnings.
but, like many successful men of affairs
The hens’ eggs produced in this that the ends are clear of
he practises a diplomacy of his own.
country annually would fill A6,11 7 ,0 0 0 b sh anil that the opening is
His points of view, ,modes of thought
crates, each of the latter holding 860 the way through.
and action, methods and manners, are
have probably outlined in
eggs ; also, a train of refrigerator cars
business like.
You would take him
of
to carry these eggs would be nearly cular t he very tiling
for a captain of industry; such, in truth
If so, I hope
900 miles long ; furthermore, it would tend to do
he is, having started at the foot of the
take 107,218 such cars to make this gestions will strengthen
ladder as a railroad employee, and hav
into determination to do
train.
ing climbed it, rung by rung, until re
chance I
suggested to
peated and impressive proofs of his
points you had not thought
M r. S argent’s Hints.
ability to do things raised him to the
Paul I). Sargent, the new state road believe could be done to
Ministry of Public Works, and, finally,
commissioner, has mailed to local road age and with profit to
to that function which is the drivingthe
commissioners a circular entitled “ Sug hope you will act
wheel of Russia’s governmental machin
gestions for Road Maintenance,” which
ery— the regulation of the national
contains many helpful ideas for the
finances. Since he was transferred
local road makers of the State, that
The Independent Telephone
from private to public life he has de
have especial significance at this season
pany are building a new
voted his innate capacity and ripe ex
The letter follows :
near L. R. Drew’s store.
perience to the solution of economical
The season for new road construction
Miss Mamie
problems, the stimulation of manu
should be well over now, but from my
from
Linneus last week.
was
factures, the adjustment of tariffs, the
travels over the state I judge a eonvisiting
her
aunt,
Mrs.
C.
discovery i f new souices of income, the
iderable amount of what is properly
Herbert and Wallace
multiplication of fields for the applica
called maintenance work yet remains
both very ill with typhoid fever.
tion of labor and of capital.
He has
to be done. I desire to call your at
Fr nk Daggftt who has
work
transformed government railways from
tention to some small things in the line ing in Bangor for some time,
wasters into feeders of the revenue,
of maintenance work that are aj parent- Sunday with his parents, Mr.
and he has so dt alt with the national
ly overlooked year after year in some A. R. Daggett.
fondness for alcohol as to minimize its
towns,— things which can all be done
Six men are at work on the new
tendency to cause degeneracy and dis
at a small expense and which if done, I
iron bridge.
order, and to (make of it a fountain of
am sure will materially improve our
Mrs Arthur Scott who has been very
profit to the Treasury. Alike by what
roads and must reflect credit on those
ill
is gaining slowly.
he has achieved and by his way of
responsible for the care of the roads and
if'? a number
achieving it, M. Witte represents the
the expenditure of road funds.
Baptist church will attend
type of man that Americans admire.
In the first place 1 have noticed a
tion at Houlton this week.
He makes friends for his country wher
great many loose stones that should he
Henigh Taylor and wife of
ever he goes, and, consequently, even
raked off the roads. Section 6 6 , Chap
Falls,
N. B. are visiting friends in
should he fail to secure a treaty of
ter 288, Revised Statutes 190,'), pro
town
this
week.
peace at Portsmouth, his visit to the
vides as follows :
Rev. S. R. Belyea of Kenduskeag,
United States seems likely to render
“ Road commisioners shall go over
Me spoke in the Baptist church Sunan immense service to Russia. We
the roads in their towns or cause it to
doy to a crowded house.
use the adjective deliberately, for it
be done, in April, May, June, August,
M iss Lida Kneelaml of Millinocket
would be hard to overrate the import
September, October and November in
is
visiting
friends in town.
ance, from a borrower's point of view
each year, remove the loose obstruc
Mrs.
Della
Mahaney has
a
of reknitting the ties of sympathy and
tions to the public travel, and when
position as book-keeper in
good-will which, until recently, united
ever so directed by the selectmen, re
son’s store. She will have
the Russian and American peoples.
move all shrubbery and bushes growing
the Dailies department.
Wo cannot sympathize
with the within the limits of highways, not
W. D. Brown is building
new
spirit of Napoleon’s reply to the famous planted or cultivated therein for the house on High street.
but childless woman who asked him purpose of profit or ornamentation,
Mrs. A. Bean of Island Falls
whom he considered the greatest wo having care for the proper preservation ing her son, T. J . Dow.
man in France.
Therefore it does not of shade trees, and repair such defects
Mr. and Mrs. L. W . Brown and
particularly shock us to learn from a as may occur from time to time, de daughter Helen of Lowell, Mass , are
recent bulletin of the census bureau fects to the municipal officers, under a visiting at A J. Brown’s
that there has been a persistent decline penalty of $ 5 for neglect of such duty.’’
Rev. Jas. F. Alvey returned home
By this statute you will see there yet
of the birth rate in the United States
Wednesday
He has been visiting
since 1860. The obsolete notion that remains four months during which parents in Keener die, N.
the rearing of large familities is a duty “ loose obstructions to the public travel’
to the state was not founded on a must be removed. l)o not forget that
sense of the worth and the rights of loose rocks are covered by this statute
Mr. and Mrs. ( ’has.
the individual. When Napoleon rude and that they are the principal loose
daughters Myra and Beth
ly answered his arcli questioner ; She obstruction herein referred to.
been in the West for the past
My attention has been called by let
who is the mother of most sons, he was
have been visiting friends
ters
from several points of our State to
thinking of his armies, which were the
past week.
bulwark of his power. He cared little the apparent disregard of this statute
Quite a number were present at the
for the conditions in which children and I hope you will all see to it that
lawn party held by the W. C
U.
were reared, provided they were stuff to there will be no further necessity fi r
last Wednesday evening and
snug
make good soldiers. Nowadays wejhave comments along this line except they
little sum was rea.ized.
reached a stage where we realize that be those of a complimentary nature.
The children of the
A place for improvement is in filling
quality is more important than quantity
Mrs. Maud Robinson’s
The husband and wife in moderate the small dish holes or mud holes that
day afternoon. After playing
\Vhen this is
circumstances who bring up one child, are found in every road
they indulged in
picnic supper
giving it a sound education and fitting done all the mud should be cleaned out
was heartily enjoyed by all.
it for a good life work, do their duty of the hole and carried away, the water
Mrs Hawthorn of Upper Kent, N.
by the state far more intelligently than drained off, and if it comes from a
B. who has been visiting her daughter
if they brought into the world a dozen spring, the spring drained into a ditch
Mrs Sylvester Rideout of this place re
children, to whom they could not give and then the hoi .1 filled with good new
turned to her home Monday of this
ordinary advantages.
The problem material, preferably gravel, or loam
week.
really solves itself. The kind of patents topped with gravel. If as just sug
Leid Rideout is having
a well
who have the best kind of children gested the water comes from a spring
drilled.
usually desire as many as they can beneath the road a ditch deep enough
r. 1 1 m111 v, 1n 1 till: 1 ’ 1 * 1 1 \ v 1{S Him.' 1
properly care for.
As for married to take the flow into the side ditch

W h a t is the Cow in C a lf?
couples who are too selfish to desire should be dug and filled with stones,
Shake into your shoes Allen’s Foot-Ka.se, a
A correspondent gives tire following children, is it not just as well that they putting the larger ones at the bottom
awder. It cures Corns, Bunions, 1'ainful,
marting, Hot, Swollen feet. At all Drug
unique
method of ascertaining as to should not perpetuate their stock ? and the small ones at the top.
gists and Shoe Stores, ‘25 cts.

S

I am

without
I
that 99
Maine have
per cent,
of our roads now under consideration,
as 1 have sard above, the travel which
is another way of rolling the road, will
indicate the low places. After a piece
of road has been put up with the
machine it should be gone over again
in from two to four weeks— according
to the travel over the road --to smooth
it. Two or three trips of this kind at
intervals through the summer would
do a great deal towards keeping the

this work is
to give your
do not let
Keep it round
into the side
get the center so
so high
d ngeroua to

too

to in
are
from
other obstruc
of water. You
culverts to see
drift a d rubclear all

1

this cir
you in
these sug
your intentions
them. If per
any of you
of, that you
good advant
your town. I
suggestion.
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Gerry returned home
She
McKeen.
Anderson are
been

spent
and Mrs.
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of members of the
the associa

Grand

excepted
H. J. Ander
charge of
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is visit

Y.
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who have
two yaars
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"Ile rr Steinmetz has pleaded guilty
to the worst aceusatiou,” she said.
"On the other counts 1 leave bim to
his ow n conscience.”
‘‘Anything but that,” urged Stein
metz.
Haul came forward, and Maggie
rather obviously avoided looking at
him.
"Tell us of Haul's crimes first," said
Etta, rattier hurriedly. She glanced at
the clock, whither Karl Steinmetz's
eyes had also traveled.
"Oh, Haul!" said Maggie, rather In
differently. Indeed it seemed as if her
lightness of heart had suddenly failed
her. "Well, perhaps he is deeply in
volved in schemes for the resurrection
of tin* Polish kingdom or something Of
that sort."
"That sounds tame," put in Stein
metz. "I think you would construct a
better romance respecting the princess.
In books it is always the beautiful
princesses who are most deeply dyed in
crime."
"I do not think I am,” said Etta,
with a shudder. She rose rather hur
riedly and crossed the room with a
great rustle of silks.
"Stop her!” she whispered as she
passed Steinmetz.
And Ihe latter did so. and (lid not be
tray to Haul the secret of the theft of
the Charity league papers.

“Mine, la Comtcs.se," she said, with
her most gracious smile, taking the
limp hand offered to her by the Count
ess LaUovitch.
Catrina stood in the embrasure of
the window, hating her.
Huul followed on his wife’s heels,
scarcely concealing his boredom. He
was not a society man. Catrina came
forward and exchanged a formal bow
with Etta, who took in her plainness
and the faults of her dress at one con
temptuous glance. She smiled with
the perfect pity of a good figure for no
figure at all. Haul wus shaking bauds
with the countess. When he took Catrlna’s hand her fingers were icy and
twitched nervously within his grasp.
The countess was already babbling
|o Etta in French. The Princess Howird Alexis always began by informing
Haul’s friends Unit siie knew no Rus
sian. For a moment Haul and Catrina
Were left, as it were, alone.
"1 wish you happiness.” said Catrina.
and no one heard her tint Haul. She
did not raise her eyes to his, but looked
vaguely at his collar. Her voi ce was
Short and rather breathless, as if sin;
had just emerged from deep water.
"Thank you," answered Haul simply.
He turned and somewhat naturally
looked at his wife. Catrina's thoughts
followed ids. A man is at a disad
vantage in the presence of the woman
who loves him.
She usually sees
through him a marked difference be
tween masculine and feminine love.
Catrina looked up sharply and caught
his eyes resting on Etta.
"H e does not love her he does not
love her!" was the thought that in
stantly leaped into her brain.
And if she had said it to him he
would have contradicted her riutly and
honestly, and in vain.
"Yes," the countess was saying with
lazy volubility, "Huul is one of our
oldest friends. We are neighbors in
the country, you know. He lias al
ways been in and out of our house like
flue of the family. My poor husband
was very fond of him.”
“ Is your husband dead, then?" asked
Etta in a low voice, with a strange
haste.
"No; he is only in Siberia. You have
perhaps heard of his misfortune
Count Stepan Lanoviteh.”
Etta noddl'd her head with the deep
est sympathy.
“I feel for you, countess,” she said
"And yet you are so bruve and made
inoiselle,” she said, turning to Catrina
"I hope we shall see more of each other
in Tver.”
Catrina bowed jerkily and made no
reply. Etta glanced at her sharply
Perhaps she saw more than Cutrina
knew.
"1 suppose,” she said to the countess,
with that inclusive manner which
spreads the conversation out, "that
Haul and Mile, de Lanoviteh were play
mates ?’’
The reply lay with either of the la
dies, but Catrina turned away.
"Yes,” answered the countess, "hut
Catrina is only twenty-four, ten years
younger than Huul.”
"Indeed!" with a faint, cutting sur
prise.
While the party assembled were thus
exchanging social amenities a past
master In such commerce joined them
in the person of Claude de Chauxville.
He smiled his mechanical, heartless
smile upon them all, but when he bow
ed over E tta ’s hand his face was
grave. He expressed no surprise at see
ing Haul and Etta, though his manner
betokened that emotion. -There was no
sign of this meeting having been u pre
arranged mutter, brought about by
himself through the easy and innocent
instrumentality of the countess.
"And you are going to Tver, no
doubt?” he said almost at once to Etta.
"Yes,” answered that lady, with a
momentary hunted look In her eyes. It
is strange how an obscure geographical
name may force its way into our lives,
never to be forgotten. It seemed to Et
ta that "Tver” was written large
wheresoever she turned.
"The prince,” continued De Chauxvllle, turning to Haul, "is a great
sportsman, I am told a mighty hunt

ills enmity. And the one word “T v e r
had done it nil. the mere mention of
a town, obscure and squalid, on the
upper waters of the mighty Volga in
mid-ltusstn!
During those few moments she sud
denly came face to face with her po
sition. What had she to offer this
man? She looked him up and down
stout, placid and Impenetrable. Here
was no common adventurer seeking
place, no coxcomb seeking ladies’ fa
vors, no pauper to be bought witli gold.
tel lenilnd
She had no means of ascertaining how
cannot help perceiving that much he knew, how much lie suspect
itartoiifi.’'
ed. She could never hope to find out
that which is purposely made whether his knowledge and his sus
wrrea to conceal that which plcions were Ids alone or had been im
t behind it,” replied the stout parted to others.
C H A P TE R X I X .
She breathed hard, living through
t-.",
H E Countess T.anoviteh and Cato reflect over this. W as years of anxiety In a few moments of
trina were sitting together In
going to make love to her? time, and she could only realize that
the too luxurious drawing room
B t e w a s not an inexperienced girl and she was helpless, hound hand and foot
that overlooked the Neva. The
th at there was nothing hupossi- ’a this man’s power.
double windows were rigorously closed,
-ovan improbable In the thought.
It was he who spoke first.
while the inner panes were covered
Mmadefed what Karl Steinmetz
"My dear lady.” he said, ‘‘if you are with a thick rime. The sun was just
have been like wheu he wus a content to take my friendship as it is
setting over tno marshes tbat border
f man. How could she know that It is yours. Hut I warn you it is no
the upper waters of the gulf of Fin
banner was ulways easiest, his showy drawing room article. There
land and lit up the snowelad city with
|de always polltlst, toward the wo- will be no compliments, no pretty
a rosy glow which penetrated to the
tChom he despised, in his way speeches, no little gifts of flowers and
room where the two women sat.
am * w as a philosopher. He had such trumpery amenities. It will all
Catrina was restless, moving from
that an exaggerated polite- be very solid and middle aged, like my
chair
to chair, from fireplace to win
* * Insult to a woman’s lutel- self.”
(low, with a lack of repose which
•* t
"You think,” returned the lady, “that Would certainly have touched the
_________ I do not earo,” said the
I am fit for nothing better than pretty nerves of a less lethargic person than
l | | 6 iW B h w a i d Alexis.
speeches and compliments and tioral the countess.
uut edmire you,” re- offerings ?”
"My dear child,” that lady was ex
BM nm ets imperturbubiy.
" I do,” he said quietly.
claiming, with lackadaisical horror,
looked np at bim.
"And yet you offer me your friend "we cannot go to Thors yet.
The
^D oyon not give me every reason to ship?”
thought Is too horrible.
You never
t o r abe returned, with a toss of
l i e bowed in acquiescence.
think of my health. Besides, the gloom
"W h y ?" she asked.
of the everlasting snow is too painful
* B t e tet«iitlon&liy, princess. I am, as
" F o r Haul’s sake, my dear lady.”
It makes me think of your poor mis
Ipaow, a Oerman of no very subtle
She shrugged her shoulders and turn taken father, who is probably shovel
My position in your
ed away from him.
ing it in Siberia. Here, at all events,
appears to me to be a little
"O f course,” she said, “it Is quite
gbeve the servants, although the prince easy to be nule. As it happens, it is one can avoid the window’. One need
t o t t e d enough to make a friend of uie, precisely for Haul’s sake that I took not look at it.”
"Tlu* policy of shutting one’s eyes is
Ida friend* are so good as to do the "the trouble of speaking to you on this
a
mistake,” said Catrina.
1 do not presume to form un matter. I do not wish him to be trou
"Why do you want to go back to
•pen you.”
bled with such small domestic affairs,
I w ant yon to form an opinion,” and therefore if we are to live under Thors so soon?” murmured the elder
lady, with a little sigh of despair. She
pytulantly.
the same roof I shall deem it a favor if
must know that I could you will, at all events, conceal your knew sin* was playing a losing game
very badly. Sin* was mentally shud
which would be pleasing disapproval of me.”
dering at the recollection of former
He bowed gravely and kept silence. sleigh journeying from Tver to Tinas.
M OW nothing of tbe sort,” re- E tta sat with a little patch of color on
"Because I am sure father would like
\fctt*. “Of course I know tbat all either cheek, looking into the fire until
Us to be there this hard winter.”
v1|Nite: mngr about position Is mere the door was opened and Maggie came
‘But your father is in Siberia,” put
Paul thinks there Is no one In In.
in the countess, which remark was ig
like you.”
Steinmetz went toward her with his nored.
glanced sharply down a t grave smile, while Etta hid a face
"B ecause If we do not go before the
flu had never considered the pos- Which had grown haggard.
snow’ begins to melt we shall have to
tbat she might love Paul. Was
Maggie glanced from ore to the oth do the journey in carriages over bad
all. Jealousy? He had at- er with frank interest. The relation roads, which is sure to make you ill.
v a n * * » ’vanity.
«
ship between these two had rather Because our place is at Thors, and no
I b are uo doubt he is right,” puzzled her of late.
one wants us here. I hute Petersburg.
•HI on. Suddenly she gave a llt"W ell.” said Steinmetz, "aud what of It is no use living here unless one is
Ugik. “Don't you understand?” St. Petersburg?”
rich and beautiful and popular. We
lid. “ 1 want to be friends.”
" I am not disappointed,” replied Mag are none of those things, so wTe are
did not look at him, but sat with gie. " I t is all I expected and more.
better at Thors.”
It Bps holding out her baud.
Everything interests me.”
"B u t we have many nice friends
V
It in his great, warm, soft
"W e were discussing Petersburg here, dear. You will see this after
■m m teM it for a moment and re- when you came in,” said Steinmetz, noon. I expect quite a reception. The
fin ovteed it.
drawing forward a chair. "The prin
1 w ant you to address all your cess does not like it. She complains of Comte de Chauxvillo said he would
come on my first reception day, and of
;ag|h»t— tlon to Maggie and to Ignore —nerves.”
course Haul and his wife must return
•. aat. Do you think Maggie so very pret"Nerves!” exclaimed Maggie, turn my call. They will come today. I am
, |yfM‘
ing to her cousin. “I did not suspect anxious to sec her. They say she Mi
I t e f w as a *w ist beneath the gray you of having them.”
beautiful and dresses well.”
fMMflhUte as he answered: “Is tbat ail
E tta smiled a little wearily.
Catrina's broad white teeth gleamed
• the friendship you desire? Does It ex"One never knows,” she answered, for a moment in the flickering fire light
* 'te t e Urn further than a passing wish to forcing herself to he light, “what one
as she clinched them over her lower
m B Aiflf lb petty rivalries of dally exist- may come to in old age. I saw a gray
lip.
<nqcy 1 Utt afraid, my dear princess, hair this morning. I am nearly thirty“And therefore Haul’s happiness in
d tet'tey friendship is a heavier matter, three. you know. When glamour goes,
life is assured,” she said in a hard
■g cimneltr thing, than that.”
nerves come.”
voice.
“A U g thing not easily moved,” she
"P aul took me out in a sleigh this
“Of course.
What more could he
I f gSStBd looking up, with her daunt- morning,” went on Maggie, in her
want?” murmured the countess, in
teni smile,
cheerful voice. "I liked everything—
e r .”
blissful ignorance of any irony.
Hu shrugged his great shoulders.
the policemen in their little boxes at
Haul smiled. "W e have a few bears
Catrina
ioo'fed
at
her
mother
with
a
“I t m ay he. Who knows? I hope It the street corners, the officers in their
left,”
lie said.
gleam of utter contempt in her eyes.
" 1 %** he answered.
fur coats, the cabmen,everybody. There
"You are fortunate," protested I)e
“The worst of those things is that is something so mysterious about them
Chauxville. "I shot one when I was
thsjr are sometimes In the way,” said all. One can easily make up stories
younger. I wus immensely afraid, and
Mttu reflectively, without looking at about everybody one meets in Peters
so was the bear. I have u great desire
iif—
burg. It Is so easy to think that they
to try again.”
“And yet the life that !s only a con- are not what thejf seem. Haul, Etta,
Etta glanced at Paul, who returned
gtoflMistlon of trifles Is a poor life to even you, Herr Steinmetz, may not be
De Chauxville’s bland gaze witli all
wlmt you seem.”
took back upon.”
the imperturbability of a prince.
"Yes. that is so,” answered Stein
“Meaning mine?” she asked.
The countess’ cackling voice broke in
“Tour life has not been trifling,” be metz, with a laugh.
at this juncture, as perhaps I>e Chaux
"You may bo a nihilist.” pursued
•Sid gravely.
ville had intended it to do.
She looked up a t him and then for Maggie. "You may have bombs con
"Then why not come and shoot
some moments kept silence while she cealed up your sleeves; you may ex
onrs?” she said. "W e have quite a
change mysterious passwords with peo
number of them In t i e forests at
Idly opened and shut her fan.
“Do you ever feel an unaccountable ple in the streets; you may be much
Thors.”
sensation of dread,” she asked, with a less innocent than you appear.”
“Ah, Mine, la Comtesse," lie answer
"All that may be so,” he admitted.
weary IltUe laugh, “a sort of forebod
ed, with outspread, deprecatory hands,
"You may have a revolver in the
ing with nothing definite to forebode?”
"but that would be taking too great an
“Unaccountable—no,” replied Steln- pocket of your dress coat,” wont on
advantage of your hospitality aud your
m stf "B ut, then, I am a German—and Maggie, pointing to the voluminous
well known kindness.”
•tout, which may make a difference. 1 garment with her fan.
He turned to Catrina, who received
Ills hand went to the pocket in ques
have no nerves.”
him with a half concealed frown. The
He looked Into the fire through his tion and produced exactly what she
countess bridled aud looked at her
had suggested. He held out his hand
benevolent gold rimmed spectacles.
daughter with obvious maternal mean
ing, as one who was saying, "There
"Is it nerves, or Is It Petersburg?” she with a small silver mounted revolver
you bungled your prince, but I have
naked abruptly. ” 1 think it is Peters lying in the palm of it.
"Even that,” he said, "may be so.”
procured you a baron.”
burg. I hate Petersburg.”
Maggie looked at it with a sudden
“Why Petersburg more than Moscow
"The abuse of hospitality Is the last
" / w i s h ] /n u /of/ip/m'N.N,” s a i d C a t r i n a .
curiosity, her bright eyes grave.
refuge of the needy,” continued I)e
or Nljni or—Tver?”
That
is
one
of
the
privileges
of
a
great
"Loaded?" she askod.
Chauxville oracularly. "B u t my temp
She drew In a long, slow breath,
love, whether it brings happiness or tation is strong. Shall I yield to it.
"Yes.”
looking him up and down the while
misery the contempt for all who have mademoiselle?”
“Then 1 will not ex: mmc
from the corners of her eyes.
uever known it.
how
1U
M
curious!
1
woude.
Catrina smiled unwillingly.
"I do not know.” she replied collect
While they remained thus the sound
"1 would rather leave it to your own
edly. ”1 think it is damp. These mark I nc:y h.i\ c ! < •o h i <»;!:.
of sleigi ells on tin* quiet English quay conscience." slu* said. "B u t I fail to
"1 wonder.” Slid '.teinmet/
houses are built on reclaimed land, I
made itself heard through the double see the danger you anticipate.”
ml a <w to., us s.
believe. This was all marsh, was It at Etta.
windows. There was a clang of many
about
the
p:
ill.
ess.
What
do
"Then I accept, madaine," said l)e
not?”
tones, and the horses pulled up with a Chauxville, with the engaging frank
He dkl not answer her question, and pe» t her of
Tiie color left Cutriuu’s face ness which ever had a false ring in it.
At this moment Haul c;
int > the jerk.
somehow she seemed to expect no re
quite
suddenly,
as if wiped uwuy, leav
room,
distinguished
loo!,m
d
g
:
\
i
\
o
Claude de Chauxville hml unscrupu
ply. He stood bl.uking down into the
ing her ghastly. She wus going to see lously made use of feminine vanity
".Miss Lelahoid." pur.-, e
Are, while she watched him furtively
with all tin* skill that was his. A little
from the corners of her eyes, her lips turning t i the newcomer. is t( llili; Us Paul and his wife.
Presently the door opened, aud Etta glance toward Etta as he accepted the
parched aud open, her face quite her snap .cions about ourselves. 1 am
ahead} ns good as condemned to Libe came into the room witli the Indomita Invitation conveyed to her the fact
white.
ble assurance which characterized her that s h e was tin* object of his clover
A few moments before she had pro ria. She Is now about to sit in judg
movements and earned for her a host little plot, that it was in order to be
ment
on
the
princess.”
tested, tbat she desired his friendship,
of feminine enemies.
ueur lier that he had forced the Count
Maggie laughed.
ghs knew now tbat she could not brave

C H A PTER X V III.
TTA did not move when Steinvis -■. *
(met* approached, except, in
deed, to push one foot further
out toward the warmth of the
JPNdi flto. She certainly was very neatI f shod. Steinmetz was one of her few
flSttorae, She had never got any near•r to the man.
C,
“I wonder why,” she said, looking
do the Are, “you hate me.”
* 1 wonder why yon think that of

T
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ess Lanoviteh to invite him to Thors,
and Etta, with all her shrewdness, was
promptly hoodwinked. De chauxville
saw by a lit I It* dicker of the eyelids
that In* had not missed his mark. He
had hit Etta where his knowledge of
her told him she was unusually vul
nerable. lie had made one ally. The
countess lie lookisl upon with u wise
contempt. She was easier game than
Etta.
Catrina lie understood well
enough.
Her rugged simplicity had
betrayed her secret to him before he
had keen five minutes in the room.
Haul he despised as a man lacking
tines v and esprit.
Claude de <'hauxvil e was one of
t hose men alas, too many who owe
their success in life almost entirely
to some feminine influence or another.
Whenever he came into direct opposi
tion to men it was his instinct to re
tire from the field. Behind Haul's hack
he despised him; before his face he
cringed.
"Then perhaps,” he said when the
princess was engaged In the usual fare
wells with the countess and Huul was
moving toward the door “then per
haps, prince, we may meet again be
fore the spring if the countess intends
her invitation to in* taken seriously.”
"Yes,” answered Haul; ‘‘1 often shoot
at Thors,"
" I f you do not happen to come over,
perhaps I may he allowed to call and
pay my respects. Or is tin* distance too
front''”
"You can do it in an hour and a half
with a quick horse if the snow is
good,” answered Haul.
"Then I ninv make it an revoir?” in
quired De Chauxville, holding out a
frank hand.
"Au revoir,” said Haul, "if you wish
It.”
And he turned to say goodby to Catrina.
As De Chauxville had arrived later
than the other visitors, it was quite
natural that he should remain after
they had left, and it may lie safely pre
sumed that he took good can to pin
the Countess Lanoviteh down to her
rash invitation.
"Why is that man coming to Tver?”
said Haul rattier grullly when Etta and
he were set t l ed beneath the furs of the
sleigh. “We do not want him there.”
"1 e x p e c t , " replied Lt
l a nt l y , “ t h a t we shall
dull t h a t e v e n M. de ( ’in
a We l c o me a l l e v i a t i o n . ”
( to

be

r a t h e r petuso hor r i bl y

vville will be

continued

)

Horace B F. Jervis,

V e te rin a ry

Su rg eo n

v. s.

(Graduate of Ontario Veterinary
College, Toronto.)

T H E SACRED BO T R E E .

"

O n e o f t h e M oat W o n d e r f u l N a t a n l
G r o w th * E v e r K n o w n .

In October, 1887, the sacred bo tree,
at that time supposed to be the oldest
living vegetable monument on the
earth’s surface, was uprooted and de
stroyed by u cyeloue which swept over
the island of Ceylon. The oldest writ
ten description of the sacred bo tree
now in existence is that by the cele
brated Chinese historian, F a Hlan,
who visited the island aud the sacred
tree in the yeur 414 A. D. According
to this learned Chiuuman, the tree was
at that time 7U2 years old, having
been planted in the year 288 before
our era by King Devlnipiatissa.
As soon as & was known through
out the island that the tree had been
destroyed by the fury of the elements
great crowds of mourners gathered
around its "sacred remains” aud held
regular funeral services for two or
three weeks.
After the season of
mourning was over the tree was cut
Into proper
lengths,
each
piece
w rupped separately in white cloth and
cremated with the same funeral rites
which would have been given a mem
ber of the royal family.
So perished the sacred bo tree, one
of the most w’ouderful natural growths
know n to the world a tree which had
been worshiped dally, one might al
most say hourly, for 2,175 years.

T H E CHO ICE OF MATES. T
A rtific ia l M a trim o n ia l S e le c tio n H as
G iv e n P o o r R e a a l t a .

No one knows wlmt type will be the
best for survival lu un unknown future
environment.
We often see the ex
tinction of famllle i of parents whom
any physician would have pronounced
ideal, but their children lacked resist
ance to the invasion of pathogenic or
ganisms or there wms some other de
fect which rnude them easy targets for
climatic causes of physical decay.
On the other hand, we quite often
find that parents below par physically
have fine families. The curious unions
which tuke place must be the result of
laws such as we flud in every biologic
phenomenon. Man has the same in
stinct found in lower animals to select
a mate who is more or less different
from himself.
Should like types mate, their com
mon characteristics may be so exag
gerated as to be harmful and the line
perish. It is an instinct of those of
great intelligence to marry those of
less than the average, for the offspring
revert to the better average. It is very
evident that if we try to Improve the
raee intellectually by tbe marriage of
like types we will violate the natural
law’ upon which our existence is based.
Artificial matrimonial selection has
been tried, though the results were dis
astrous.- American Med’cine.

HIS “ K IN G S M A N .”

Diseases of Domesticated Animals timted
scientifically. Dental work a specialty- Calls T h e S ilk N e c k e r c h i e f W o r a h r t h e
L o n d o n C o n fe r m o a n e r .
night and day promptly attended to.
Speaking of London costermongers,
OF KICK : ATI IKK TON BI.OCK,
Mayliew says: "The man who does
H o h i .t o n ,
M a i n e . not wear his silk neckerchief—his
‘kingsiimn,’ as lt Is called—is known to
be in desperate circumstances." The
neckerchief is more prized than any
other item of his attire and a coster’s
caste is at stake if his kingsman be
Attorney ft Counselor at L a v not of the most approved pattern.
and
Tills habit is derived from the
gypsies and doubtless datea from
N OTARY PUBLIC!.
sonic long forgotten oriental custom.
O ffice :.S I n c o c k B lo c k
R e s i d e n c e , No. 3 W i n t e r St. It is very curious that a taste for
similar colors prevails among the
HOUSTON, M A IN E.
i c y Will Practice in all the Courts in the State. Hindoos. gyi>sies and costermongers.
Red and yellow are tbe favorite colors
and the oldest. Of thege, the coster
chooses his plush wraistcoat and his
kingsman, the gypsy his breeches and
bis wife her shawl and gown; the
Hindoo his robe and turban.
If a
tight occurs, the favorite colored a r
ticle of dress receives the greatest
care.
The pugilistic coster ties his
kingsman round his waist or his leg,
where, by the rule of tbe ring, lt Is
comparatively sufe. — Loudon Tele
graph.

IRA G. HERSEY,

J. FO LTO N .

Physician and
Surgeon,

B L A I N E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MAINE
N bxt Door

to

P ost O f f i c e .

T b e O r i g in o f G r o e t r ,

Grocer appears in Hollnsbed’s Chron
icle. 1580, as “grosser,” and in other
modi:u ' ul records lt is sometimes
written “engrosser," and was applied
to tiie spieers and pepperers who were
A G EN T
wholesale dealers lu various spices—
tliut is. who dealt en gros—in large
quantities, as distinguished from "re
grators,” who were retail dealers. Tbe
Grocers’ company first adopted the
Machines sohl on installments.
word grocer in 1373, when the spieers
Old machines taken in part p a y  and pepperers allied themselves into a
ment. General repairing done. single corporation.--London Express.

c. o. c o n fe r,

Singer Sewing Machine
R epairs alw ays on hand.
9 F A IR ST.

W.9 J. PORTER,
IO N TK ELLO , R E .,
---- DKAI.KK IN-----

HAY, OATS, POTOTAES
BUTTER, BEEF. Etc.

Bfld 'W r i t e r W i t h a G o o d M e m o r y .

Harvey Waters, an expert on patent
cases, had occasion to write Rufus
Choate on some important question,
aud when he received the reply was
unable to read a word of It, so took
the missive to Mr. Choate aud asked
him what he had written. Mr. Choate
replied: “I never cun read my writ
ing after the ink is dry, but if you tell
me what it is about I will tell you what
I have writt >u.” Aud he did.
T h e T a b le * T u ra e d .

H. DRUMMOND FOSS
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Prompt Attention Given to Collecting.
kOffice Hours 8 to 12 : I to 6.
Telephone 2 --2 .

O F F I C K , F ren ch ’s block, corner
Main and Meehahtc Sts.

Ernest E. Noble
A tto rn ey a t L aw
Prom pt Collecting a Specialty.
120 Exchange St.

,

-

The Editor (gloomily) l must say
you don’t seem to realize how terrible
lt is t * lose you. The Authoress (sweet
ly! You mustn’t tuke lt too much to
lieart. my friend. Rejection does not
necessarily imply lack of merit.—
Judge.
Horrible.
Pt. IVter--You married for
b e l i e v e ? Fair Spirit—Y-e-s.
- You may come in, but you
to spend eternity with the
married.

money, I
St. Peter
will have
man you

Suffering becomes beautiful when one
great calamities with cheerful
ness, not through Insensibility, but
Portland Me. through greatness of mind.—Aristotle.
bears
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LOCAL NEWS.
Ha*. J . A. Ford will continue his
talk o a“ Tke Northfidd Spirit** next
ftn d if am in«.
Mlat Nellie Stanley went to Bangor,
Taeeday, where die will visit at her
tatoi fee a few days.
flat ad of prise competition for boys
Anna fowr to twenty years, offered by
fta lafMbam Clothing Co.
H it. flanie Rush and children of
Sanaa are the gneets of Mrs. Thos.
% aa af tide town.
Oead flototo wanted for a boy of
«igM aM a girl of six for further pardaalaia apply to box 420, Houlton,
Ha.
*Mta. Allen T. Smith returned this
tottk flam her home in V\akefield, N
haa been on a four week’s
Golpitte end Constable
of Woodstock were in
day this week. On their way
halt at the border,
quiet at the line.
A 8. Green **My Clothier" has re
d from a trio to the BosYork markets where he
a large line of clothing
fwatahinge which will arrive
fljfl fop foil and winter trade.
ity Commissioners will be
theio office Sneeday, Sept,
rpaoa of approving bills and
leaving aeoounte against the
iqoaated to file the same
oa or before that date.
A. Powers, J. 8. J. C ,
from Bath where
preaiding at the August
that place. On Oct.
court at Alfred, Me.
pveeidft at the October
and Lincoln counties,
the much needed rain soon
supply of Houlton
lad. It is reported
M thatithe street
le abut off and patrons
will be requested
as possible on the

LOCAL NEWS.
Ricker Classical Institute will open
for the fall term Tuesday, Sept. 5th.
Miss Lottie Foster of Danforth is the
guest of Miss Ethelyn L&rrabee for a
few days.
Mrs. B. L . Hallet is spending a few
days with her son, W . K. Hallett,

i, Wadnaaday momwith having assaulted one
pMklns last Sunday. On
bafcru Trial Justice
vaaepoodent pleaded not
>prevention waa (eonductFoes Esq. After
^||n evidence, which was
the court found the
ordered her to
lid 9oata. She apMaine Fnir Associa>1 at Presque Isle
and 6th will be one of
1 moat unique fairs ever
iy. Great exhibits of
i f itbo county, handsome
and fine horse racing are
to be considered. TickIp Mid on September 5th,
and good returning until
p h i l t l for the round trip from
.Yfotate wil^aleo be sold
; an dept 4th, 5th and 6th
entUjtopt. 8th at rate
fof the round trip,
af Arooetook L. O. L No
n vacation through the
a meeting in their
Hiiday evening. Past Grand
S .M . Darrah fovored thememintereeting talk on the
of the Orange Order. Durread a copy of the
defied one hundred years
that then as well as now
of the order were the same;
i t mppatttleprinciples>nd piecepte
___ ________ it religion, to preserve
g%a«aif«m#flidl mMickme|iilb2«od|libertyr, to
virtue, industry, and patriotThaso l ware a number .of memfrom N. B. The meeting
9 he the second and fourth
•nab month.
A lepreeeutative of Ricker Claseicai
Imwlitmfli wiH wait on tne business men
af Manltan next week in the interests
a f t fond to meet the expense of recent
Mpalri on the buildings. Over $600
la niaflad at ones, and considering
who! foeaeboal maun* to the townjthere
onght to be no dUBenlty in raising that
anm. Tla school distributes approxi
mately $25,000 yearly,]directly and indbaatly, among the (.business places of
The students give the places
a lot of free advertising
thaengbont the county. It is m the
intmealeof the business men of the
town to aid the school in maintaining
fee plant in the moat attractive conditlm. Several ^business men have allaudy given generous contribution to
Ho fond.

Ricker in the class of 1904, will enter
Baltimore Dental College this fall.
The concert to have been given in

Miss Abbie Conlogue went to Haver Shields of Bangor are spending a two
hill, Mass., this week where she has weeks outing with her parents at
Linneus corner.
accepted a position as teacher.
We have received through the clerk
Mr. Alex. Anderson and son ltay,
are spending a tew days with Mrs of courts, Michael M. ( ’lark, a copy of
the court direc’ory containing a list of

LOCAL N EW S.

Services in the Congregational church
September contains the letter “ R.”
will be resumed next Sunday morning.
Fresh ojsters are again to he obtained.
Lyman Stevens of Caribou was in
Mrs. W. F. Donley and Mrs' M.
town this week on business.
Duff of Houlton left Monday nnon for
If you are in need of a heavy draft
Bangor to attend the Fair.
horse call at C. H. Beriy’s sale stables
Houlton High School will open
where you will find a good assortment
Tuesday Sept. 12th., and all town
right out of work ready for immediate
schools will open Monday Sept. 18th.
use, weighing from 1300 to 1500 lbs.
The second examination for entrance
Mrs. jEdward Attridge and family
to Houlton High School will he held
returned this week from St. Andrews
at the High School building Friday,
where they have been passing a few
Sept. 1st at 8 30 a. m.
d )*.
The' Misses Hope and Jessie Chand
A crew of 25 men is at work rebuild
ler of Presque Isle are spending a few
ing the saw mills of the Aroostook
days at the home of their cousin L E.
Lumber Company at Stevensville, Fort
Chandler.
Fairfield, and the foundation is about
K I R W A N T D.
completed. The main mill will be 30

HOUSER E E

East Hodgdon.
Miss Luella Sharp returned to her
home in Danforth Monday after a two
week’s visit at the home of her uncle
\V J. Mooer.
Mr. Melvin Benn spent Sunday in
town.
Miss Allie Lincoln of Boston is
spending her \acation here with her
parents.
Miss Florence Bouse of Houlton was

E

Claire M. Wilson returned home the county officers anil dates of all
By a gentleman on a country estate
from Hodgdon Wednesday, where she terms of courts for 1905-0.
near
Houlton.
Write immediately to
It is reported this morning that the
has been spending the past week with
L
M.
FKLCH
,
A roostook T im e s .
C. P. R. round house at Presque Isle
Miss Eva L . Kelso.
Rev. and Mrs. Daniel Putnam return
Percy L . Cummings who has been was burned Thursday. We have been
acting as baker in MeGary’s bakery, unable to obtain particulars regarding today from a visit in Bangor. Mr.

the guest of Miss Flossie Henderson a
few days the past week.

Cary Notes
Mr. and Mrs.

Dunphy of Houlton

have bought the J. B. Hand farm.
The farmers are about done harvest

It is expected to have ing in this vicinity.
the mill ready for operation by Nov.
Miss Mand Norris of Monticello is
The report that was current on the visiting Miss Lena Skcdgell.
sheet Thursday afternoon that the
Miss Bessie Williams is visiting Mr.
buildings and station at Weeksboro and Mrs. Charles Williams.
Mrs. Hattie Seamonds of Houlton
left here Tuesday for a vacation trip the fire but understand that no engines Putnam supplied the pulpit of the Cen were burning is erroneous. The forest
fires
are
very
near
the
settlement
and
tral
chiuch
in
that
city
on
Sunday.
made
her parents a short call recently.
through Nova Scotia and Prince E d  weie destroyed.
station
but
as
far
as
we
can
determine
Morning
and
evening
services
will
be
The potato market has dropped off
wards Island. While absent he will
considerably since last week.
The resumed at the Church of the Good no buildings have been burned.
attend the exhibition at Halifax.
DOG LOST— Small black King
Dr. Randall formerly of this town, price being paid now for thedifferent Shepherd the fust Sunday in Septem

by 100 feet.

C O L D L Y R E C E IV E D

absent for about for varieties is from|$ l. 00 to $ 1.10 per bbl. ber at the usual hours.
months returned this week and has se The principal varieties being marketed
Miss May Sincock who has been
cured offices over the Ingraham Cloth at present arc Irish Cobblers and studying music at the New England
ing Co. where she will be pleased to Hebrons. The New York crop is quite Conservatory for the past year wishes
good and is being marketed very freely. to announce that she will receive pupils
greet her former patrons.
The New York Decorating Co., con
Don’t forget the Labor day excursion in voice and piano at her home on
ducted by H . R. Davis and F . L to Millinocket Monday Sept. 4. Rate ('halies St.
Pullen are at present engaged in paint going Sept. 4 and returning Sept. 5th,
In an article printed in last week’s
who has been

ing the clock tower on the Court $ 1 . 5 0 . Going Sept. 4th and returning
House and also doing considerable same day 81.00. Oldtown and Milli
gilding around the clock.
nocket bands will be in attendance and
Road commissioner Small is at pre throughout the day sports of all kinds
sent placing a much needed drain on
Court St. connecting the brook north
of the Lyman Houlton estate with the
one laid last year south of the Congre
gational Church. Good drainage anci

attend. A t the close of the meeting
there will be a social and 15c supper.
The ladies will be pleased to welcome
all those who desire to partake of the
supper.

Charles Spaniel marked with brown.
Above dog

wears collar

bearing inscription
Brookline, Mass.”

with plate

“ 217 Kent S l.,
Finder will be

to

Houlton, Me.
The new \ aughan House at Caribou

issue in regard to the Togus Home for was opened to the public Saturday,
disabled volunteer soldiers, the profits Aug. 21». Music was furnished by the

a

half years prescription clerk at from Mr Herman Betts who has been
Hatheway’s drug store, has resigned attending the Baptist Association. Mr.
his position there to accept one in the Betts is supplying at Stockholm during
Pharmac) of Dr. \V. Murray Johnston the summer hut will probably return

A large number of devoted friends ment this morning. Miss Porter is
gathered at the home of the late Thos. somewhat more comfortable, but her
Buckley in W hite Settlement last condition is critical.
The Portland city liquor agent
Saturday to pay their last respects to
Douglass
was found guilty in the
Mr. Elias Buckley, son of Thos. Buckley. The funeral services were con municipal court last Wednesday, and

p. m. and 7.00 to 8.00 p. m. Carriers
windows will be open from 1.00 to 2 00
p. m. and 7.00 to 8.09 p. m. Carriers
will make morning collections and de
liveries. No afternoon collections and

inoffensive man, but was unfoitunate superior court.

Eye and Ear Infirmary, Portland Me., Amherst.
for over 7 years, will be in Houlton at
What came near being a very serious
the Snell House on Monday and Tues accident occurred on Court St. Thurs
day s£f)t. 4th and 5th on his regular day night when a horse driven by Mr.
professional visit ef the first Monday Andrew Gardner ran into a trend)
and Tuesday of each month. Special which is being excavated _for the pur
attention given to testing and correct pose of placing a drain at the side of

Taylor as instructor in mathematics.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of Amherst
College and is one of the honor men
of the class of 1905.

He is a membtr

of the Phi Beta Kappa Society which
deliveries will be made. Rural earners honor is only given to students main
ducted by Rev. J . A. Ford who de sentenced to pay a fine of $ 1 00 . and will make no deliveries and pations of taining an average rank of over 90 per
livered a most fitting address. The costs. Tne entire stock of liquors the different routes may obtain their cent. Mr. Taylor will also be a valu
funeral was in charge of W . H. Buz- valued at $5 0 0 0 was ordered destroyed. mail at the carriers window at the able addition to the athletic interests of
zell of this town.
Mr. Buckley had Douglass appealed to the superior above hours.
the school as he is an all-round athlete
many friends in this town, and he wt s court. He was held under the nui
Dr. Sullivan, the eye and tar surgeon and was a member of the Varsity foot
known as a hard working, quiet and sance complaint in $ 5 0 0 bail for the late first assistant surgeon to the Maine ball, base ball and basket ball teams at
The city solicitor also

ing difficult cases of refractive error re

the street.

quiring glasses.

no lanterns were out to warn drivers

officers appointed to give this degree tellectual life of the state will gather

The Home Restaurant, for the past
are : Cora M. Putnam, VVorthy Matron here on that occasion for the discussion six months owned and managed by J.
Ira G. Hersey, Worthy Patron ; Ella of subjects of the highest interest both C. Gerow, was sold last week to Mrs.
M. Guiou, Associate Matron ; Mabel to domestic and civic life. There will Flora I Lougee. This restaurant was
A Cates, Conductress ; Lydia D Gray be a reception at Foresters Hall, W ed opened to the public by Mrs. Rouge.,
Asso. Conductress ; Matie Clough as nesday evening. The meetings will be Nov. 25, 1903, in the Sincock block
Adah ; Helen Floyd as Ruth ; Mertis held in the Baptist church where presi- and May 1.2, 1904, was moved to the
Andrews as Esther ; Ernestine Davis as dent Hyde of Bowdoin College will Putnam A: Mansur black, Market Sq
Martha ; Clara Crawford as Electa ; lecture Thursday evening. Houlton’s Mrs. Lougee toke possession, Fri

At the time of the accident

of teams and the horse stumbled over
embankment and rolled over into the
trench. The occupants in the team
were thrown oat but sustained, slight
injures.
It was necessary to place
ropes beneath the khorse and pall the
animal out of the trench.

Resolutions.

The following Resolutions of respect
Clara M. Hutchinson, Chaplin ; E u  hospitality is famed throuhgout theState day "ept. 1st, and wishes to announce
were
passed by Houlton Grange at a
We
feel
assured
that
the
residents
will
to her old friends and patrons as well
genie Davis, Sec’y ; A. Louise Monson,
recent
meeting on the death of a worthy
contribute
as
far
as
possible
to
sustain
as the new ones that she will be pleased
T reat., Georgie Gellerson, Marshall ;
member.
Einora Carr, Candidate ; Jennie L. that reputation by the cordial hospitali to serve them at all hours, and solicits
W u rkas it has pleased our Divine
their patronage.
Dill, Warden ; Ida M. Mann, Organ ty given to these distinguished guests.
The Giand Cavalcade at the North Master in his infinite wisdom to remove
ist. The work is very pretty and a
The exhibition of fancy rifle and shot
large attendance is expected for this gun shooting which was given by Annie ern Maine Fair at Presque Isle will be from our ranks very suddenly our be
meeting.
Oakley, Tuesday of this week on the a special feature well worth seeing. It loved Brother John B. Smith of Hodg
W e regret that on account of in flat back of the Highlands, in the in is to consist of the officers of the Society
ability to secure necessary particulars terests of the Union Metallic Cartridge guests of honor and invited guests in
we failed last week to make note of the Co., was witnessed by a large number carriages, T. H. Phair’s string of horses
death of Mr. J . H. Smith, one of Houl- of people who were interested in the and colts, (among them will be seen
ton’s oldest and most respected citizens. merits of the production of the above Dolly Bidwell and colt, Lord Arleigh,
His death occurred on Tuesday, Aug. named company, and the work of the
26th at the advanced age of 88 years woman behind the gun was far > nd
Miss
He was the son of L B. Smith and his away above all expectations
mother’s
maiden name was Lydia Oakley’s shooting was a revelation to
Houlton. The deceased leaves a wife, the crack shots of the community many
of whom were in attendance.
The
feats of hitting a card held edgewise,
shooting a 2 2 -calibre cartridge thrown
into the air and the most marvelous
Monticello, and Carrie M. Martin of of all was the act of placing the gun
Cygnet, Ohio ; one brother, Isaac B. on the ground and throwing two halls
three sons and three daughters ; Fred
H . of New York City, Isaac N. of
Cfribou, H . L . of Houlton ; Ada A.
Doyle of Caribou, Mary J . Lowery of

Smith of Tacoma, W ash., and one in the air over her shoulder picking up
sister, Mrs. S. H . Powers of thisjtown the gun, turning around and shooting
Only
together with 30 grandchildren and 11 both balls while yet in the air
great-grandchildren
also survive the a person with an eagle eye and an un
deceased. The funeral occurred from usually steady hand could perform such
his late residence on the Foxcroft road, work. The Union Metallic Co. re
services being conducted by Rev. J . C ceived a fine ad in the work of Miss
Koon assisted by Rev. Kenneth McKay Oakley.

In Russia Over

the Peace Term s

lion. L L E W E L L Y N P O W E R S .

at Los Angeles, Cal., and will leave to Colby College next month to resume
with his family for that city Sept. 4th. his studies. Mr. Betts is a very pleas
They
will be accompanied by William ing speaker and with his sterling quali
learn of the very serious illness of Mrs.
Hovey.
ties of heart and mind should make a
F . A. Peabody and Mias Jennie Porter.
Monday
Sept.
4
will
be
observed
as
a
successful
man.
Dr. Brock came from Portland Wednes
public
holiday
at
the
-Post
Office.
The trustees of Ricker Classical In
day for consultation with the attending
physician, Dr. Putnam. Mrs. Pea General delivery windows will be open stitute are to be congratulated on se
body’s condition shows some improve from 7.30 to 8 30 a. m., 1.00 to 2 00 curing the services of Mr. John Adams

in being afflicted with partial insanity entered an appeal against destroying
for the past few years. His death oc the liquor. Meantime the agency is
curred in Bangor at the age of 45 yrs. closed.
The coming of the State Federation
The officers appointed for the Floral
Work are progressing fin* ly with their of Woman’ ' Clubs to Houlton for its
rehearsals and the work will be given annual meeting on Sept. 13, 14 and 15
at .the regular meeting of Fidelity is an event of great importance. Rep
Chapter O. E . S. on Sept. 4th. The resentative women in the social and in

No Rejoicing

suitably rewarded by returning same

fiom the canteen was made to read Caribou band and a large crowd gather
$ 2 ,8 0 0 when it should have been $ 2 8 ,- ed to look over and inspect one of the
0 0 0 . This correction we are glad to fine t up to date hotels in the county.
will be in order.
The drought of the present time will make at the request of the author S Landlord Merrill is to be congratulated
go on record as about the severest H. P owers of this town who is well upon getting his new house in running
order in so short a time.
Aroostook has experienced. The chief informed regarding the home.
Charles Noyes, for the past three and
We vere pleased to receive a call
injury to the farmers will be felt in the

a goed road on Court street will be as shrinkage in the potato crop, and in
sured when this work is finished.
this direction it is probable that the
N ext Thursday Sept. 7th the regular
season is so far advanced that rain, even
meeting of the W . C. T. U . will be if it comes right away, will do but little
held at the Congregational vestry. (The good toward repairing damages.
annual election of officers will take
Our community will be saddened to
place and all members are requested to

Pettier waa arrested by

Miss Lucy Whenman is able to be
out again after her serious illness.
Fred Bither, who graduated from

the Unitarian church next Tuesday
Bangor, Me.
evening has been postponed indefinite
For sale at a bargain one top cani&ge lyMiss Agnes Sterott of Boston ac
rubber tires also light narness, inquire
companied by her cousin Miss Theresa
of E . Mallory, 44 Court St.

Hanford Knox, Haynesville, N. B.

LOCAL NEWS.

LOCAL NEWS.

don and while our hearts are saddened
by his removal from our circle we be
lieve our bereavement is his gain hav
ing been released from a world of suf
fering, care and dissapinntment and en
tered into a life where (here is no more

Mrrs, Red Paint and Lord Bidwell)
premium stock, horses and cattle re sorrow, pain or death. Therefore
Rmsoi
that we extend our heart
ceiving premiums with premium card
felt sympathy to the sorrowing wife and
attached, either led or driven, all (rott
daughter and also to his large circle of
ing horses in sulkeys, gentlemen’s and
friends.
And while they mourn the
ladie’s driving horses, matched pairs of
loss of a dear one may their hearts be
diiveas, pony teams, ponies with riders,
comforted by the thought that what is
matched farm teams of one, two or
their loss is his gain.
three pairs from any one farm, pulling
ki .soi.ni: i >. that a copy of these reso
horses, horses and colts from any one
lutions be sent to the sorrowing family
farm, stallions on exhibition, an farm
of our deceasi d Brother also a copy be
machinery on exhibition, carriages and
in.-cribed on our records and also sent
farm wagons made in the country, any
to our local paper for publication.
fancy biteh-ups, the horses taking pre
S H. B kkrn,
4 Committee
miums driven by girl under 18 years,
W. ( ’. T ayi .or, ,
on
the Grange representation, etc.
The
Gr.oRiiK C o m , k, ) [{(‘solutions.
parade is to form on the track at 10.00
a. m. and be ready to start at 10 30
lead dy the band.
for children ts*fc,m rc. Noopfotes.

Foley’s Honey ana Tar

HATRED TOWARD WITTE
Intrigue

in M i l i t a r y P a r t y

at

W o r k t o l>is<*r«;ilit IIiiii--.Ja|»ttli
Silent

( ’o n c o m i n g

New -,

W hich

lar

W rath

R eceipt

of

I m l ic a t e s P o p u 

of t h e P e o p le

P or t s mo ut h. N. II.. M m . 3 1 . - A very
a noma l ous situation e\i>t.s as to the Im
pression erea' nd by the conclusion of
peace. While the outside world ap
plauds. in J a p a n there is evidently
gr e a t di sappoi nt ment in the terms, and
in lvtisMa, where it would seem that
then- should be universal rejoicing over
the great diploinatie victory Mr. Witte
has won. the g o v e r n me n t s eems to have
recci \i d u coldly.
Wi t h ihe people it will make Witte
a g i . a t and p< pillar figure and add to
his huii els. but at court evidently the
\ety \h-tory Wi t t e has achieved makes
it ail (lie more bitterly resented. Jt
is an open secret that the “military
p a r t y" hates and fears Witte and that
w h e n the czar appoi nt ed
him chief
pleidpotent iary they expe ct e d him to
fail.
They did nut wa n t peace and it
was ircciv predicted in 8t. Petersburg
when Wi t t e left that lie had been given
at; i 11:11ossi 11ie mission and sent to
Ameri ca to "br e a k bis neck. ” They ex
pected him to fail in the negotiations
or U> ma ke a "bad p e a c e ” and either
would have spelled political ruin. In
stead. upon the very t e r ms upon which
tin- e/.ar told A mb a s s a d o r Meyer he
would make peace and upon which the
military pat ty did not believe it possible
for p e a c e to he m gotiated, Witte suc
ceeded in securi ng a treaty honorable
ami under the c i r c u ms t a n c e s favorable
to Bus>;a.
'i'hi - ha- evidently only exasperated
his enemies the more, and intrigue is
agai n at work to hix'-edit him. Since
J a p a n wa s in a conciliatory mood they
now say lit mad*' a mi s t ake In sur
rendering half of Sakhalin. Yet lie did
so by the czar' s orders and himself
insists that personally he would have
S tu c k to t lie end to his original dec
laration not to cede territory or give
indemnity.
In J a p a n the situation is reversed.
Tiie go ve r nme nt recognized the adv.sabiiity of concluding peace, even if
all de ma nd for i ndemnity had to be
wi t hdr a wn.
Put the people were in
censed even at the suggestion of the
division of Sakhalin.
That was evi
dent from tiie expresMons in the J a p 
anese press a ml that wa s before there
was even a suggestion of wa i vi ng tin*
demand for m y indemnity whatever.
Tokio is now sih nt
\<>t h word o'- line
about tile receipt of the Dews Cullies out
of J a p a n .
The goveri merit
has its
hand upon every wire.
Among those
who best know J a p a n Imre it is ominous
uf tin- popular wr a t h the receipt of the
terms of pt■ai■e lias rai-wd. and they re
call with a shudder past t ragedi es
when ministers have tut-n unpopular.
In view of the situation both at T o 
kio and St. P e t e r s b u r g a l a r mi s t s a r e
inclined to make much of tin* fact that
the minutes of Tu e s d a y' s fateful me e t 
ing have not yet been signed by the
plenipotentiaries of the two pown rs. It
m pointed out that c i ’ l u r side could
'till repudiate the a a it eiueiit, hut both
pleuipi'ici.tiarie" refuse to a dmi t even
lm pi> ibi 1ity of Mich u thing h a p 
pening.
The follow ing statement of the J a p 
a nese a r g ume nt which governed their
deei-ion to waive the question of in
demni t y can Ik* ac cept ed as authorita
tive:
J a p a n realized fully sin* was making
U saeriliee for peace, but she wa s look
ing to tin* fut tire. It vv as not a question
of wh e t he r peace w h s not now more ad
vant ageous to J a p a n .
J a p a n bad al
ready gained all she fought for. It was
only the •‘spoils of w a r " that r e i n a l m d
and. havi ng achi eved the real object
of the war, she could afford to forego
the spoils r a t h e r t han he placed in the
position of lighting for money. While
J a p a n believed she was entitled to tlie
spoils, she felt t hat her position was
so strong, Iter successes so complete,
that she could yield w i t hout detractii g

from the force ot* her victory.
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PEACE IN FAR
EAST ASSURED

and lasting" peace, and in ihnt spiiit
it was decided to practically neutralize
Sakhalin, each country binding itself
nut to fortify its half of the inland
and Japan assuming an obligation not
to fortify the La lVrouso strait, be
tween Sakhalin and Ilakkahlo. whirl,
would bar Russia’* commercial route
Arrangements F o r A rm istice to the Pacific.
The plenipotentiaries wont further
Already Concluded
They derided to add a new clause it,
the nature of a broad provision for
mutual commercial privileges by which
each country will secure for the o iler
the benefit of the “most favored na
tion” clause and the “open door.”
The new treaty will therefore lie a
wonderfully friendly document.
Before leaving the conference build
ing telicitations were exchanged with
Gives Up Wholly Her Demand the president at Oyster Ray. Roth K<>For Money, and H alf of Inland mura and Witte telegraphed. The for
mer confined himself to apprising Mr.
o f Sakhalin Goes to Russia Roosevelt of (he conditions upon which
Gratis—Abandons Claim Fo r peace had been concluded. Mr. Witte,
more expansive, frankly laid his tribute
Interned Warships and Lim it at the president’s feet. In his message
he said: “History will ascribe to you
ation o f Naval i*ow er—Mag the
glory” for the peace of Portsmouth
nanimity o f Jap an ese Fairly and adding the expression of Russia's
hearty appreciation of the president’.*
Astounds the Russian Envoys, “generous Initiative.” Mr. Roosevelt
Whn Were Prepared F o r Final replied with words of thunks and eon
gratulation.

JAPAN YIELDS ON
DISPUTED POINTS

Break—Agreement is Looked
Upon ns a **K *osevelt Victory**

R a ilro a d a “ S p oil of W a r ”

Portsmouth. N. II., Aug. 51. Out
additional
and interesting, as well aPortsmouth, N. H., Aug. 30.—The
important detail in regard to the eon
long sad bloody war between Japan ditions of pence. Jins gaiind publicity
and Bussis Is ended. The terms ot Most important of all is tin inet that
the formal recognition of ./.-ipan’s po>
fSSCS Wtrt settled by Mr. Witte and
session of the Chinese Eastern railroad
Bsrou Komura at the session of the below Kuenelu-ngtse, the junction ol
OOaftrrnce yesterday morning and in the branch to Kirin, involves payment
Iks afternoon preliminary arrange- by Russia to (!hina of a sum estimated
at $75,000,4*00. This is the Chinese in
msnts for an armistice were concluded tercst iu the road and for it China must
aad tbs actual work of framing the he remunerated.
The question of tlie ultimate posses
M
trsaty of Portsmouth” was by mutual
slon of the road is a matter to lie set
agvoaiasat tam ed over to Mr. De Mar tled between Japan and China. Japan
tens, tbs Busslan international law can keep the road or surrender it to
yer, «ud Mr, Dennison, who, for
China, demanding in return the money
years, b#s acted as the legal advisor of paid by Russia to China. If she e l e c t s
tbe Japanese foreign ollice. The the latter course Japan will, there
treaty is expected to be completed by fore, obtain as an indirect “spoil ot
tbe end of the week.
war” front Russia the above tm ntioned
Following is au abstract of tbe peace sum in addition to reimbursement fot
terms:
tlie cost of maintaining the Russian
1— Korea under virtual protectorateprisoners of war. for which Japan will
Of Jopan, with Russia tbe most fa present an itemized bill.
vored nation.
2 — Russia and Japan agree to evacu
W o o d s N o t Y e t C le a re d
ate Manchuria. Russia upon signing of
Oyster Ray. N. V., Aug. 51. “ Whistle
traaty, Japan when order is restored.
softly, we are getting into tlit- thin tim
8— Hussia’s lease of Port Arthur her, hut we are not yet out <>f tin
passes to Japan.
woods.” This homely admonition r< p
<Masala's lease of the Liaotung resents accurately President Roos i
peotasola pastes to Japan.
velt’s view of the situation at P o r t *
§ —Island of Sakhalin divided, Rus mouth. Peace is in sight, hut yet is imi
al! bolding northern half, Japau ac an accomplished fact. The importune!
quiring southern half.
of the text of the various sections ol
. •—Integrity of China to be respected the treaty is not minimized by tin
by both nations.
president and be appreciates thonmghh
I —Chinese Eastern railroad from that obstacles may arise at any nioiin nt
point 10 miles south of Harbin to pass that might delay seriously the in-gotia
to Japonsse capital.
tions, or possibly wreck them entirely.
g—Manchurian railroad from that The woods will not be cleared entirely
point north to remain in possession of until the treaty is signed and sealed.
gfesent owners.
It Is proposed that the signing of tin9 —Bosnia bolds road to Vladivostok. treaty take place at Sagamore Hill as
10— Japan has equal Ashing rightsa compliment to President Roosevelt
bl glberlan waters.
for his part in Initiating the confer
11— Bnaaiu to pay proper recotn-ence and bringing it to a successful is
ptaao to tlapan for care of prisoners.
sue. The treaty then would be known
19—Japan waives indemnity.
as the “treaty of Sagamore Hill. This
question lies wholly with the con
Tblg happy conclusion of the confer- ferees and it is likely to rernaiu unde
Itch, a week ago. would have termined until they practically have
Ipwre^ked had it not been for concluded their part.
tbe hotolc intercession of President
R o o s e v e lt th e M a n o f th e H o u r
Booetvtlt, win sudden and dramatic.
London, Aug. 31.—With the passing
Far A t take of peace Japan, with the
■Mgaanlmity of a victor, at the last away of tbe first sensation incident to
moment yielded everything still in is- tbe announcement of peace, tlie most
swe. Boasla refused to budge from the striking note of public feeling in E n g 
nltlmolvm Emperor Nicholas had given land is the universality of the tribute
to President Roosevelt through Am paid on all sides to the invaluable ser
bassador Meyer. No indemnity under vices which President Roosevelt bus
any golee, but an agreement to divide rendered to the cause of humanity.
Sakhalin and reimburse Japan for the Not England alone, but tlie whole
mainttnanee of the Russian prisoners world, is hastening to pay its meed of
were lie last words. They had been praise to the peacemaker. President
repeatedly reiterated In W itte’s In Roosevelt’s reply to Emperor Wi liam’s
structions, and in the form of a written congratulatory telegram will have a
reply to the Japanese compromise great effect in removing what has been
proposal Of last Wednesday they were the very prevalent opinion that 1lit*
delivered to Komura yesterday morn emperor had no desire to see peace con
cluded.
ing.
Mr, Witte went to the conference de
K a is e r H e lp e d T o w a rd F'eace
claring he was powerless to change the
Berlin.
Aug. 31.—Emperor William
dot ol in 1 or the cross of a t in his in
structions. Emperor Nicholas’ word received the following cablegram from
bad been given not only to him. but to President Roosevelt in reply to bis con
President Roosevelt, the head of a for gratulations on the result of ihe peace
“1 thank you
most
eign State. When Komura, therefore, conference:
Brat offered the new basis of compro heartily for your congratulations and
mise (tbe complete renunciation of in wish to take this opportunity to ex
demnity' coupled with a proposition press my profound appreciation of tlm
for the .redemption of Sakhalin at a way you co-operated fit every stage in
price to be fixed by a mixed tribunal the effort to bring about peace in tin*
conalatlng of representatives of the neu Orient. It lias been a very great pleas*
tral powers— iu fact, if not In words, ure to work with you towards this end."
tbe solution offered by President
C o m m e rc ia l U n d e rs ta n d in g N e x t
Roosevelt— ) Witte again returned a
Vienna, Aug. 31.~--It is expected lu re
non-poseumua.
that a commercial understanding will
It was what W itte termed In an In
terview tbe “psycojoglcal moment.” be the next result of peace In-tween
Mr. Witte did not flinch. He expected Russia. It is tlie understanding here
i rupture and, as he expressed It af that (treat Britain and, to some degree,
terward, be was stunned by wbat hap France and Germany, loyally sup
pened. Baron Komura ^&ve Way on ported President Roosevelt’s i fforts.
•11 tbe disputed points. With the The foreign oltiee organ points out that
prescience that has enabled the Ja p  Japau Inis attained all tin* aims of the
anese to gauge the mental processes of war.
their adversaries on the field of battle
W o rk in g O u t th e T re a ty
and upon the sea they had realized in
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 31.--Messrs.
advance that peace could be obtained Dennison find De Martens worked un
In no other way. They had warned til 8 o’clock last night on the draft of
their government. President Roosevelt the peace treaty. 'I'hey completed the
had also, it Is believed, advised Japan wording of the preamble and three a r 
that It was better to meet the Russian ticles and were discussing the articles
position than to take the responsibility relating to tbe cession of tbe Chinese
of continuing the war for the purpose Eastern railway when tln-y adjourned
of collecting tribute. Tbe mikado, at until today.
tbe session of tbe cabinet and elder
statesmen Monday, had sanctioned the
R u s s ia n s W in In a S k irm is h
foal concession.
St. Petersburg. Aug. 51. A dispute!)
When Komura yielded the rest was from Lidziapudze eonti.ins tin- d< t.-i iF
mere child’s play. Articles 10 and 11 of wliut will probably be tlo- last e n 
(Interned warships and the limitation gagement of tlie war. Phis encounter
of Russia’s sea power In the F ar East) took place on Aug. 28 imi resulted in
were withdrawn. Japan agreed that an advantage to tbe Russians, wlm
only that portion of the Chinese E a st took 130 prisoners. A number of Jap
ern railroad south of Chantfu, the po nnese were killed. The Russian losses
sition occupied by Oyama, should l>e4 were eight killed. The remnant of t he
ceded to Japsn. Both sides, once the Japanese
retired,
bearing
their
deadlock was broken, wanted a ’’just wounded.

27>
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neglect of study as ihe course of the 1*n ^ie foreign Held.” It was an mso called “ dead line” in the ministry, j spiring talk that will not be soon for-

I7th Annual Session.
The Seventeenth
Annual
Ses
sion of
the
Aroostook
Baptist
Association,
met
in tlie
Houlton Baptist church on Wednesday a id

D ro w n e d B e fo re S o n s ’ Eyes
Swai i s en. Mas*. . Aug. 28 — In swim

ming out into tin- swift current of L e t ’s
Rev. Mr. Gates of Presque Isle spoke g°tteui.
river in order to recover his hat, Carl
of the pastor in the pulpit
His di-ai
t f‘e dosing session of the Association I ’olliu" was seized with cramps and
cussion followed the line suggested by UH!i addressed by Mr. Herman Betts. w,i s timu ], ( (1 before the eyes ot his two
Mr. Chase, claiming
the absolute j Prof. Harmon of R. C. 1. and Hr. 'oiii.^ -on- ai.d ,-i third boy. Collins
w,i' 5r> ye.-ir* old and was employed as
necessity for study andpreparation for
Cummings
Mr.B et t s gave a wide aa loomli\er in Fall River.
A widow
pulpit efficiency.
Rev. J. A. Ford
,;ilk on personal work.
It was ;i ml I h ree soiis survive.

j
j

Thursday of this week.
The atten called attention to the pastor as an I’rnf. 1*arnmn's first appearance before
his clear cut,
dance was not as large as was antici evangelist, showing that the sermon, , a Houlton audience, and his
carefully
worded
paper
tin* hand to
paper on
on Christian
pated owing to the fact that many ol must he followed up by
Education,
left
a
verv favorable im
the people who intended coming vveie hand and heart to heart dealing of the
compelled to rt main at

home to fight

fires that arc raging m many sections.
The session was one of deep interest
strong and informing addresses were
delivered by several visiting speakers.
On Wednesday morning "lie organi
zation was Ylfeeted by

choosing Rev.

J . A. Ford as Moderator, Rev. W. B.
Chase as Clerk and H. G. Lilly as
Trcas.
Rev. \V. B. Chase preached
the association sermon which was listen
ed to with earnest attention. Words
of greeting were spoken from other
churches by Rev. F. C. Hartley of
Houlton.

Run D o w n by U n k n o w n V ss ss l

Nantm-k.-t, Mass., Aug. 30 -Captain
Frank Ni.-k.-i M.i, ot the cutboat Astonisfit-r wa> run down by an unknown
vessel iii Vim-yard sound and was
pression .and promises well for the drowned.
evangelist.
William Caire, who was
Hr. Cummings a- with Nickerson, was saved. The eatThe pastor in the Sabbath School futme of his work.
fioat left here on u search for lobsters.
was discussed by Rev. H. H. Bishop gain spoke on the work in Raima to
C h a rg e d W ith K illin g C h ild
of Hodgdon. Pastor means shepherd j which he ha* devoted his litc. The
Victory, Vt., Aug. 30.- The prelimi
Association
(dose
1
ore
of
it*
most
in
and he is a poor shepherd indeed who j
nary bearing of Robert Waterman,
does not care for the lambs.
j spiring sessions Thursday night.
••barged with manslaughter In causing
tin' death of his (5 year old daughter,
“ The Pastor as a Citizen” was Rev. jI.illa,
fins ended. Waterman was held
T. J. Ronsdell’ s subject and among |
in $looo for trial. Rail was furnished
other points made he urged that otf’uvrs j
ami in- was released.
who are trying to do their duty be en- j
$25,000 property. One of
S u it A g a in s t W a g g a m a n E s ta ta
couraged by examples showing how j the best farms in Aroostook
Washington, Aug. 20. Through it*
attorneys, the Catholic university has
difficult it is for officers who are realy
( ounty, together with all tiled proof of its claim for $900.(100
anxious to do their duty sometimes to
the bankrupt estate of Thomas
farming utensils, BO head ot against
bring offenders to justice.
F. Waggaman.
The proof consists
The pastor in lelation to tlie denom cattle, S horses, 50 sheep will largely of notes.

For Sale

On Wednefday afternoon the letters ination closed the discussion and the
The re morning 'service. Rev. J. Cummings

be sold at a bargain. The farm
consists of ROD acres ot tine
Associa H. 1). of Burma tested this topic and
land with good buildings sit
tion in accession to the eliurohes and eloquently portrayed the magnificent,
in finance was most gratifying. One united work of the great Baptist De uated four miles from Houlton
new church was organized during the nomination and urged intelligence and in Littleton, Maine.
year, that of Stockholm, and a branch loyalty to the denomination.
The location is excellent,
A graceful courtesy was shown by
church was established at Bridgethe surroundings healthful
water. Inspiring addresses were given Pastor Ford of the Houlton church.
and
beautiful, and the farm
by Rev. F. Snow of Old Town on As Mr. Hall, an aged member at“ America for Christ” and by Mrs tempted togo lout before the close of j level and productive. Anyone
Mr. F’ord asked him to desiring a large first class farm
Anna Sargent ^Hunt on “ Woman’s the service.
tell the audience how long he had well equipped should apply
Home M.ssion Work.”
He
Wednesday evening drew a full con been living the Christian life.
at once to H. H. HRAKK, on
looked
at
the
audience
and
told
them
.
gregation to hear Rev. H. N. Pringle
that
for
seventy
yeats
he
had
been
try;
piemiM
ol v. \V. S * \ ,
on “ Maine as a Field for Reform” and
Houlton, Maine
Rev. I. B. Mower on “ Maine as ajFieh! j big to live tlie Christian life, that lie
from the churches were read.
sult of the year’s work in the

for Evangelism.” Both speakers spoke |had nutjbeen sorry he had begun that
from deep and earnest conviction and life in his youth not for a moment. His
received a close and interested hearing testimony was impressive and eloquent.
At nine o'clock Thursday morning’ rhe The morning session was declared by
devotional service was led by Rev. Mr. all to be most helpful.
In the afternoon Mrs.
Lilly of Smyrna Mills
This was a

Hunt again

Central Stables
M ark et S q u a re,
HOULTON, M A IN E

No i in-, or Finsr Mnr ting of Ckkditors
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, in Bankruptcy.
Iu the matter of
,
In
11<(race, M. Philhriek,
Bankrupt. I Bankruptcy.
To the creditors of Horace M. Philbriek of
Island Falls, In the county of Aroostook
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the(2othday of
Aug. A. D.
the said Horace M. Philbriek
was
duly adjudicated bankrupt;
and
that the first meeting of his creditors will be
held at the office of Edwin L. Vail in HouJton, on tlie lfith day of Sept.,
A.
D. lfio.% at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the tiankrupt, and transact such
other business as may properly oome before
said meeting.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee iu Bankruptcy.
l ‘M
'>
Dated at Houlton, Aug. 30,1906
District of Aroostook, Collector's ollice,

Boulton, Me., Sept. 1, 1905. Notice is here
by given that there was seized at Madawaska

in said District, on the ‘jfith day of August,

ioo.r», for violation of tlie revenue laws: 1
horse, 1 harness, l single open wagon. Any

person claiming the said property is hereby
notified to api>eur and file his claim within
sevendays and give the requited bond, or the
same will be sold at public auction, at the
Custom House, Madawaska, Monday, Sept,
nth, l‘H),i, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
T. 11. PH AIK, Collector.

spoke on the necessity of training and
protecting the children.
Miss Jennie
emphasized was persistence in prayer.
H e a d q u a r t e r s for B o a rd in g , B a i t 
1 his was followed by a symposium Linton of Houlton gave one ofphe very
ing, and S ta b lin g .
L iv e r y and
on thi' pastor's duties “ The Pastor in best addresses of the Association one
Sole .Stable in co n n ectio n .
the Closet was the subject discussed on “ Woman’s work among tlumXegroes'
C a p a c i ty o\er s i x t y good stalls
by Rev. A. \\ . Lorimer of Millinockct, Miss Linton is a teacher in Shaw I’ ni
V.
ineluding loouiv box stalls, with
He consister the pastor’s prayer lib* versity, North Carolina, and spoke from
(Graduate of Ontario Veterinary
am ple c a r r i a g e room.
T h e best
as the foundation of all his success. personal knowledge of the work in the
College, Toronto.)
c a r e tak en d ay and n ig h t.
The “ Pastor in the Study” was the South. The address was carefully
Diseases of Domesticated Animals treated
P rices model ate.
’ Ph on e 3-1 r. scientifically. Dental work a specialty- Calk
theme of Rev. \V. B. Chase of Wash prepared and well delivered. It was
night and day promptly attended to.
burn. Study is a condition of a pastor’s clear, bright and impressive, and took
O F F I C E : A T H E R T O N BLOCK,
success for without it he becomes a a strong grip of the audience.
Dr.
well which has run dr).
He suggested ( ummings spoke on “ Woman’s work
IIoc i,ton,
Mains .
most

helpful

service,

one though

Horace B F. JerYis,

Veterinary Burgeon
s.

CHAS. A. ATHERTON,
P ro p re ieto r.

INGRAHAM CLOTHING CO.
H O U L T O N.

PRIZE
FOR

BOYS

COMPETITION
FROM

4

TO

20

YEARS.

Wo want every hoy to write an advertisement on (Widow Jones)
America's Leader of Hoys’ Fashions, mentioning our store as local
Agents, We intend to print as many of these ads as possible, com
mencing with the first one received. Writing advertisements is be
coming more profitable each year. This contest presents a splendid
opportunity to every hoy in town.

W e offer a W idow Jo n e s S u it or O v erco at to th e
B o y w ritin g tlie b est Ad on or b efo re D ec, 1 5 th .
The following gentlemen have volunteered to act as judges :

G. H. GILMAN,

f

C. A. LYO N S,

L. M. FE L C H

The advertisement will he judged according to age, so a lour year
old hoy stands as good a chance as an older one. The prize will be
awarded according to the common sense and value ot the reason
given. Spelling and grammar will not be considered. Start at
once. Send in your advertisement, (live your full name, age and
address.
First ad receiv* to be printed about Sept. 15th.
Name.........................................
Street..........................................
( ’ity or Town.............................
Age........................

NATIONAL PRIZE
If 100 in old oilered bv Widow Jones as a National Prize.
A contest is being held in a number of towns when1 Widow Jones ( Nothing is sold. The prize winning
ad of each town will compete for the National Prizes oflered by Widow Jones, as follows :
$50 for the first choice. $.’>0 for the second choice. $20 for the third choice.
Judges foi the National Prizes : Hoot and Shoe Recorder, Boston. Ifailv 'Trade Record, New York
Hememher this opportunity is free to every man. Lots of fun, and very instructive.

INGRAHAM CLOTHING CO.

HOULTON.

The Aroostook Times, Friday. S e p te m b e r
W H A T SHE PLAYED.

Y O U T H IS CO NTAG IO US.

The* L a s t M lnslc T h u t T h e o d o r e T h o m 
a s H e a rd on E a r t h ,

And YounHT Wlvi**, li la Calmed, Hes e n a te Old IIu*haud*.
“Strange statistics,” said an insur
ance agent, "are collected in my busi
ness.
“ I h a re found that the more times a
man marries the younger in eumparisoii
With himself lie wants his wife to be.
Fo r instance, his first wife on the av e r
age is four years younger than lie. His
second is ten. His third is twenty or
thirty.
“ What do those statistics prove? Ho
they prove that as a man gains in
years and experience lie finds that it
is best, for many reasons, to be almost
as old as his wife’s lather, or do they
only prove that as men approach old
age they are more foolish than they
wore in youth?
“Old X., aged seventy, with a third
Wife of twenty three, said on this head
tin1 other d a y :
“ ‘You can ’t marry a girl too young.
The younger she is tho longer she’ll
keep her health and strength and
beauty. Furthermore, the older you are
the more respect she’ll have for you.
She’ll reverence you and obey you as
she would her own lather or grand
father.’
“ Young wives rejuvenate old hus
bands,” the insurance a g e n t ( ended.
“They make these old fellows dress
younger, talk younger, act younger and
feel younger. Youth is contagious. A
young wife is believed to prolong an
old husband’s life. If a man of seventy
insured In my company should marry
a girl of twenty, I’d consider him a bet
ter risk by S per emit than he hail
been before.’’ Philadelphia Bulletin.

DON'T BOLT Y O U R FOOD.
A m

b P leaeer* «■ W ell u Health
lb Deliberate Katies.
F a s t eating Is sur« to be injurious,
IlC tM l to properly prepare the food
fa r digestion it must be thoroughly
Masticated.
la p id eating Is still worse when It Is
•Based by the burry of business or by
MUriety or nervous Irritability or by
fe e common habit of “bolting” the food,
•neb eating la sure to produce ludlges
t t a or dyspepela.
The teeth, as well as the stomach,
i r e Made for labor, and neither can
have theftr proper work to do if only
■apa and broths and puddings and
ia ih a a and other soft and'artificially
prepared foods are crowded into the
feowath as though the cook in the
m e lto n could masticate and digest the
flfefl bettor than the natural 'grinders
•nd the chemical action and aaalmllut* feg power of the stomach.
H a a s people who shovel great vulgar
Moethfnls of foid Into their mouths
f e d bolt it down aa though they had
f e t ten minntee for a meal are gortead of polite people.
Uttle of the pleasure of
or the luxury of sat*
and certainly they are
Jaytag the foundation of disease.
f e y . hard food, vigorously chewed.
flow of saliva, strength
and keeps them healthy
fed invigorates the digestion.

H E TOOK LONG CHANCES.
B u t fe u f S h e i b i u b t y s a d K ill
W « s e B u t* ffta a lly Settled.

-Bha dsetor of an English regiment
feflfeilfl In India received a letter
f e w H i tailor inclosing a long overdue
and concluding with a polite
After the debtor’s state of
f e t sawbones replied thus:
*1 kavO received your hypocritical
Mat .hoping that I am In a good state
hsaXh. Hear, then, what your
My living long enough to
•Mi to pay your bill are. I attend
felMfelj ovary cholera case In the
tifeMp, and 1 am making smallpox a
' r.* I swim every morning
iU taha swarming with alligators. At
• M W attack on a hill fort I went
llfiflb fe# forlorn hope and was one of
who returned unwounded,
morning 1 shall go unac*
fed oa foot Into the Jungle
fef fha nan eating tigress as
tamo at dawn to her cave and
If It bo fee who falls 1 shall
if e ’lMve In fee favor haunted
feltorNr fe big game, and If I
fea* tiffed! oool tuyself after
h P f t i B i a party to ascend
*■ of Dhawalaglrl, whose snow
aro as stiff aa your
ovar.tually returned home
fee tailor's anxiety and
tafe fettled.
i W O U S l H w PARLIAMENT.
• f M w a i t in .* T h e y

it of vutflua.
and duality aat In
flsxou Wltas. The
J l t f e ecclealaa*

During ttie last illness of Theodore
Thomas, although he was not at any
time unconscious or delirious, he hard
ly noticed the members of his family
as they came and went at the bedside.
But oue morning be seemed to be bet

ter.
He made little jokes with the doctors
and his sons and talked ului.it itls
White mountain home. At 1U o’clock
he seemed tired.
The editor of his
autobiography says that he sunk into
a dreamy state, and then roused him
self to say to his wife in a lingering,
ecstatic voice:
“ I have had a beautiful vision—a
beautiful vision!”
Then he drifted off Into silence.
His wife thought he was tired and
went downstairs to luncheon, but chief
ly with the purpose of leaving him to
rest. He had given her a chime of
bells, to be used in summoning the
family to meuls, and because of his
illness they had never boon rung in the
house. Now, becuuse he seemed so
much better, she played on them a lit
tle bugle call that cuniy Into her head.
“Do you know what you have playad?” asked one of the family. ‘ Tups the call that Is sounded over the graves
of dead soldiers.”
She rushed back to the bells and
played the call engraved on a metal
plate above them.
Afterw ard she
found that this was reveille, the sol
dier’s signal to rise.
So It had chanced that the last mu
sic Theodore Thomas heard on (>arth
had been symbolic of death and the
resurrection.—Youth’s Companion.

A CAU TIO US ELE PH A N T.
T H E D A IN TY WASP.

The

A p s a r a t m W ith W h ic h H e M ak e*
H la C o m p l i c a t e d T o i l e t .

“Wasps are exceedingly dainty in
their habits,” says a writer in the Pil
grim, “and, In order that they may
gratify their Instinct for neatness to the
utmost, nature has provided them with
a set of marvelously delicate combs
and brushes. If we look closely at the
wasp’s legs we will find thut each bears
on its outermost long joint two small,
movable spines, known as the apical
spurs, and If we examine these with a
magnifying glass each is seen to lie
provided with a row of flue teeth, so
that the apparatus answers for a coarse
and tine toothed comb.
“The tidying up process consists of
various perfectly deilnite steps, usually
taking place in a particular sequence.
First, it passes both front legs over the
face from above downward, and after
repeating this movement several times
draws them through the Jaws. This is
to remove any foreign substance which
may have collected on them. Tire legs
are then passed backward from the
forehead, much as we should smooth
back our hair. The wings are then
stroked again and again from the bass
to the tip, although the most careful ob
server would fall to detect anything
upon them. The abdomen is next care
fully stroked from base to tip until
every hair points in the right direction
and a gloss as fine aB satin Is attuiued.
L o tt of all, each of the six legs. In turn,
la laboriously drawn between two of its

One elephant which an uliicer of the*
Royal artillery lent to assist, in extri
cating sonic camels which were being
engulfed in the quicksands shewed an
amount of sagacity which was positive
ly marvelous. It was with the utmost
difficulty that wo could get him to go
near enough to attach a drag rope to
one camel I wauled to rescue.. In spite
of our being about lifty yards from the
bank of tho river, lie evinced tlit* g reat
est anxiety, while his movements were
made with extreme caution.
Despite c taxing, persuasive remon
strance and at last a shower of heavy
blows dealt upon his head by the e x a s 
perated mahout, this elephant stub
bornly refused to go where he was
wanted, but with his trunk shoved out
In front of him kept feeling his way
with his ponderous feet, placing them
before him slowly, deliberately and me
thodically, treading all the while with
the velvety softness of a cat and tak
ing only one step at a time. Th n sud
denly he would break out into a sup
pressed kind of shriek and retreat
backward in great haste.
When the animal hud nearly complet
ed a circuit of the ground with the
same caution and deliberation, he ad
vnneeil to within ton yards of the poor
camel, but not another Inch would he
move, though several men were walk
ing between him and the camel with
out any signs of the ground giving
way,—“The Fam el,” Major A. (}. Leon

great council at Becon- fellows, so toe wasp is once more ready ard.
0 , AM, the abbesses aat and
to face Its world.”
and flve ef them signed the
that oMMcll along with the
A
A fto r r of W tih la fto a ,
Oferge Washington’s head gardener
wa» from some European kingdom,
where he had worked In the royal
grounds. But coming to America he
left his wife behind. Homesickuess
for bis “gude” woman’s face soon be
gan to prey on him, and Washington
noticed toe anxious eye and drooping
spirits of his servant. Finally toe man
went down to the river and declared
bis Intention of shipping to the old
country, when who should come up
and lean over the side of a newly ar
rived vessel but his wife. The kind
hearted general had secretly sent for
toe woman, and she fortunately sur
prised her loving husband in one of his
fits of despondency.

feanit to tho abbey of
A. D. ML was with the con*
nobles and abbesses, who
the charter.
Ill, sad Edward I.*a time
were summoned to parof Shaftesbury, Barking,
of Winchester, dud of Wilton,
thirty-fifth of Edward I1L
by writ to parliament,
by thalr proxies, Mary,
of Norfolk!
countess
idUMr^Biehauesr, Phillippa,
of March; Johanna Fits
amfeaw of Pembroke;
fit. Paul, countess of Pem*
do Jtooa, Matilda,
of Oxford; Catherine, countess
Those ladies were called by
A S ta r tle d tin e a t.
a privilege peculiar to
Mme. P atti took elaborate precau
to appear and act by
tions against burglars at Cralg-y-Xos,
Antiquities of Parliament**
Steep s a t Death.
il deprived of sleep dies
than from hunger. One
of Chinese punishments
a man by preventing sleep,
insane about the fourteenth
animals sleep for some period
■ty-foor hours. How and
do so depend upon their
bits. But they all have this
feat after any unusual ex
sleep longer.—London Mall.

S n c n c l t ; D iM iln jeil b y th e A n i
m a l W h e n \ e u r ttu leliH u m l.

A D a lly M y stery .

man whose income is $50 n day
lunching alone in a fifteen cent restau
rant and a clerk who-e income is $50
a month lunching with a young woman
In a restaurant where the cash register
doesn’t* ring up anything under $1.
Which is cause and which is effect?
Does the fifty dollar a day man lunch
thus cheaply that he may be reminded
of troubles on earth, or does the tift.vdollar-a-month man dine thus expen
sively been list* he wants to forget? Oi
ls the one a fifty--dollar-aday man be
cause he is careful und tin* other a
fifty-dollar-a-month man because he is
a spendthrift? St. Louis l ’ost-Dispatch.

A n i m a l * au<l F l e * h

K a tin a .

Arguing against tin* eating of meat,
an English writer rem arks: “ Almost
art you 'off to? B.—I am
W hat is the correct color for ca ts’ any animal etui be made to eat flesh.
ask Mr. K -----, toe wealthy
eyes
as related to the color of the ca ts? The kangaroo lias canine teeth. Horses,
the hand of one of his
is
the
question which has been answer oxen and sheep may be taught to eat
A.—Indeed! Which of
Norwegian cows have been
ed
as
follows: A black ca t or one flesh.
—I don’t know yet. If he is
known to eat flesh. Goldsmith saw a
known
as
a
“
blue”
ca
t
should
have
humor, I will take the younsheep eat flesh. A earnlvor sheep is
In a bad humor, toe eldest.— amber or orange eyes. White cats must now in London.
Spallanzani inis
have
blue
eyes,
chinchillas
green,
though
tter.
orange are permissible; orange, cream shown that a pigeon may be made to
or fawn ca ts must have orange or hazel live on flesh und an eagle on bread.”
A» A m I m i Kuther.
-I'm afraid papa was eyes; smokes, orange eyes.
Mumu*

0t

( k t Die.

hen you asked hint for me,
Jack? Jack Hlllow—Not at
aaked me If I knew any more
>le men who would be likely
your five sisters If properly
Men •at W » a n ,
■Ink every woman is entitled
•tdered man’s equal. She—
Is willing to bring herself
hit level I don't see why
i*t be allowed to pose as bis
ilustrated Bits.
A M e ta l**.

C a t** E y e * .

ivltatom.

I ” the Honorable Board of i niiiiti ('un
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bn a written permit to mr* te|. ph.m-- pom
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further notice train.'
will leave
1loultoii as In! km s .
K'J," a in for and arriving at Island Fail
'd Id a m , I’alteii II In a in, MiHmo. ki-U
logs a m, Iliownville 11 .'..'am, nldtowu
12 Ml it in. Ilarger l ti:> p m, I’mtland 5
p III, Lo.-tnll U Of) p in.
sM
Oa m for and arriving at Littleton s lit a
m, Mars Hill u Ml a m. Fort Lairlie'd
lo to a m, Presque Isle l oot a m, ( aiiUm
lotto a in. Van Ituren it 55 a m.
11 la a in for and arriving utMnjrna Mills
1- 04 a in, Masardis 1 11 p m, Ashland
1 Mf, p m. Portage 1 ,'»m p m, Fort Kent
MMil | in
1‘- ha p m for and arriving at Bridgewater
1 MAp in Mar Hill ami Blaine 1 41 pm,
Presque Isle 2 14 p in, Caritiou 2 40 p tii
Now Sweden 4 45 p m, Van Buren .r>M5.
p in, Hut Fairlield 2 ;to p m, Limestone
2S p m.
la p in for mid arriving at Island Falls
M12 pm, Patten 4 or, pm, Millinockett
4 22 p ill, Bmwnville 5 M
Mpm, Oidtown

; that a hearing tlien-of he-Leu at tlm * mn
■mil-doners’ <Mire in ( ourt 11,,u--e. at lloiiln-n |
N I X i 'O O K
D l.O O K
in ■-aid ( ’mint). mi Tue-dav. K< n|.
ping, a',
DFAI.FL
IN
i :•o'clock in tlie afternoon, at which tim,- amp
'place re-i-1-'in s and owner- o| properl \ upon 1
, llie highways t-1 tie alteeled In tin- -mil! Ill';
! ol the permit applied lor, and all other per-on- ;
: iiitM'e.-t<■,I .-hall have lull opportunity to -how I
nm-e uln -iieli permit should not lx* immlnd. :
1 Said notice to l>e given at l**u>t foiirt**t*n ; i i
da\ > before said hearing.
i
SAMI'I'll. < . HLKFAI AW. , Co. ('om'is 1
I I.IAYL K. .lACKM t.N,
1
of
< IIALFF.S F. H I S S .
I Woo-took ( m
Attest: MB || \ Ii I, M. ( F A L L . < Imk. 1
1 I) LlvN’l
1'w o large potato houses
i
A true copy ot j«-tiiion and order thereon,
Attest: .MIL HA FI. M. CLAUK, Fieri;. near ( ’. 1*. U station in this town. For

M eats, G roceries, F r u it
C onfectionery,
C rockery, E tc.

MAIN ST,

HOULTON ME

j

partiealars apply to
MBS. (i. W. AX DF P^ ON ,

| EASTERN STEAMSHIP COi
BANGOR DIVISION.

Houlton, or B F R T DOYLK,

SFMMKR NKLVIFK.
M X 'FLIPS A WKKK TO BOS'j'ox.

I ' . l . o o l i \ V I\ i: F o b

b r,o p m, Bangor 7 2f> p in, Portland I
Fomiiiencing .Monday. May 1, 1!hc,, strain
a m, Boston r, mo a m.
and arriving at Snivrna Mills ers leave Bangor daily, except Sundav at
7 Mr, p in, 11owe Brook s 04 p »"i. .Masardis . !.t”V r'Jmf .n'V VV|‘,! T ,rt’i
,5,‘l'
s 4,s p m, Ashland !> P „>•
j For Ha,.... .
and Sea,sport Mon, lays,
(’>40 11111 for and arriving at Island Falls 7 42 ; Wedne>da\s and Fridays at FMn i in.
pm, Millinockett s 5o p m. Ban rl l Moi
LFTI LNiNli
pin, Portland 4 11 a m. Boston 7 20 a m. j Knm, ] >()S)„ M()ailv except s.mdav at 5 p „i
Mda p hi for and arrivii f a t Bridgewater s .'<>) From Lock land dailv, except Mondnv at
n in, Mars Hill and Blaine mil p m ' -..::o a. m.. via. F mikIcu, Belfast, Bnek.-iiort,
rn*squt* Isie !• .'5-1 |» in, ( ’iiritMHi
r an<l \\ intci]i<nl.
in, Fort Fairlield 0 :>o p in.
^ b'coin Seals|Mirt and Hanipdet 'i’uesdavs,
! Tliuvsdavs and Simdavs.
AKKiv a i .s .
j AII cargo, except live stock, via tin* steamers
of this company is insured agaii st the and
8 2S a in leaving Fort Fairfield f. 2M a in, marine risk.
( ’ai ilKiu (1 20 a m, I’restjue Isle F 47 a in.
Mars Hill ami Blaine 7 is a in, Bridgm
vvatei 7 M
.*>a in.
State of M aine.
8 2Ma in leaving B ston 7 (K) p in. Foitlaml
( ’l*‘i'k of Courts ( Iffiei*
HI Mu j> m, Bangor M2.*> a in, Millinockett A m >o-i in >a ,
1bmlton. Aug. 17. pHi.*,.
(I In a in, Sherman 7 (>Ma m, Island Falls
The follow ing ii.mikhI ferseiis iia\e tiled in
7 2.7 a m,Oaklield 7 4Ma m, Ludltm 7 .Vi
thi- otlice their application in writing accord
a m. New l.imerek 8 us a m.
tl M
,r>a m- leaving Ashland 7 2o a m, Masardis ing to the _ Statutes of the I inL-l Mates for
7 41 a m, Smyrna Mills 8 Moa m, Ludlow natmali/.ation, to Ih> heaid at tin* next term of
the S. ,1. Court to Ik* held at Houlton, on the
h 1Ma m. New Limerick h 21 a m.
Mri| Tuesday of S**ptem!M*r, pm.'i.
12 M
t> p m leaving Boston h 45 j, m. Portland
Maurice ibirtt, I!i idgevvatei
12 55 a in, Bangor 7 to a m, Oldtoivu 7 47
L. ,1. MeK****, Presque Isle
a in, Browm ille h i>7 a m, Millinockett
Isaac Bishop, Lumens
10 25 a id , Patten iMi'iain, island Falls . Louis Daniels, Ashland
11 M
Ma m.
Thomas Michaud, Fort Kent
A. I,. I lugahl. Fort Kent
2 to n m - leaving Fort Fairlield 11 Mo a m,
AIham* Miehaud, F<nt Kent
van Buren o Hi a m, CariUiu 12 to p m,
Presijiie Isle 12 Ms pm, Mars Hill and
Arthur Hupiey, Fort Kent
I>ni'iiham ( . Holmes, \shlaml
Blaine l no p in, Bridgewater 125 p m,
.lohu Then-*■!', New Sweden
Moutir-tdlo 1 45 p in.
August Si'venson, ('aiitxiu
M25 p m leaving Fort Kent 11 lo a m, 1‘oit
Marvin Belv ea, ( 'ast le 11 ill
ag»> 12 40 p m, Ashland 1 **5 |>m, laallow
Imisoii ( Lrigg.-, ( 'arilxin
M02 p m, New Limerick Mit i> m.
.‘vttest
Mil II ALL M. (' I.AIIK. Clerk.
0 M5p in leav ing \'an Buren 2 ,'>n p m, Fort
Fairfield I 05 pm, I'arilxui 4 40 p m. 1'res
qi»* Isle 5 07 p m, Mars Hill and Blaine
5 M7 p m, Bridgewater 5 5o p m.
P A R K E R ’S
8 0 0 p m leaving Boston s no a m, I’oitland
HAIR B A L S A M
|rir-»TiR.'» am t iM'UNt.fli'g tT:.- hair.
11 05 a m, Bangor M25 p m, ( »l*ltovv n M*>7>
1
U hi >uri:e.t pi . Oh
pm, Browmille 4 50 p m, Millinockett
N e v e r K a ils l o l U t i t o i e ( li - a y
H a i r to i t s Y o u t h f u l ( ' o ' e r .
(iOOpm, I’atten (> i»5 p m, .Sherman 0 45
ICurt. N
<’ai|> ili^'aneg & ha.r l;ii:i.i -.
p in, island Falls 7 05 p m«ml ^l.uuat J>r»fr; ,'i.trt
C. C. BLOWN, (Jen’l I’ass’r aial Ticket
Agent.
>Y. M. IHiOW.N. (leneral Superintendent.

&‘c,

C-aribou.

i:\l> I . I V K I B I s a t n m - i

,i .|n" ] to-. I k i : m c il - [ i l i Ml a t i ' - i t t o i j o l i s nal
hi il u " i K , B m - tln-ovvimr <*ll al l
pu l s o n o u ' < ' c l ion - wl i e It, i I i e l a i n . i l , n e t s i nt o l lie l> no. I
■. f11! t i Bi n - , c a i i - i n i r r l i e i i ma t i ni i i . g n ul , ki l l aev ami
(.! ni' li !• I l nl l l i l r, I l'ci pieiltl V tUI'lltllg to |llifll>l’ ->
ti - e :i ■'■. ;»K-. a b o l l l c . All <l ni ggt s t s .

Notice! of Foreclosure.
Whereas. I,lien Whit* and Albion White,
Ini-band nt said F.llcn. b *t 11 of Fort Fan licit!
ai th* ( unlit) "I \n nstook and Mate of
Maine. b\ tlii-ir m«ntuaa •dtssl dated Novemher IMh. tv".', ami re* oid*s] in the Aroostook
Lcgi.-t rv of Dec*!' Yol. 172, Page IKM',
(xdivcveil to Aldon \Yhite tlie following
dcsclihisl leal estat* sit nab* in said Fort
Fail held, to wit: The northerly or westerly
half of Treat \ lot tiumlxTed forty-four (44)
north of Aroostook river, containing ninetyeight 2 is* acres, more or less, Iteing the same
premises conveyed to slid I.lieu W liite l>y
slid Aldon White, devis*s- unit*!' the vv ill of
the late William .1. White and by Kmeline
White, widow of the late William ,1. White;
and leing the homestead farm formerly <xcupied by said William .b White ami now
occupiiil by sail giantors.
Ami, whereas,
tile Slid A Mon Wilit** b\ his assignment dat
ed the 11th dav of OetolH'f, P hhi, ami reeoided III the' said Legistry. in Yol. 175,
page lot. assigned said mortgage ami the
debt therein M-eured to Lieliard I.. Baker.
Ami, wheiva . the said Lieliard I,. P.alsei by
his assigiiimml date*l the bill dav of .lanuarv
;m<i !>*<•»>!ilrd in th** s i ’ul li^uistrj, \ ot.
pin. Page |5o, assigmsl saiii mortga.'i* and
the' debt therein .secured to Li/./ie F. Hacker
n o w . theivhue, the condition of slid
mort
gage - broken by reason whereof tin* said
I .i/ / ie I.. ItaekiTelaims a foreclosure there
of, ami gives this notice for that pur|M?se.
Toil Fairlield. Maine. August 22, PHI5.
l . l / . / I K K. H ACK Fit
lb her Attorney 111 uui:Ki W . Ti: vi t o x .
Motliei Cray, a tmrse in New York, diHeuieied an aromatic pleasiut iierb drink foi
vvmi len s ills, call* i i A l K I IvA 1.1 A N I, L A h .
It is tlie only site mouth regular. (Tires fe
male weaknesses and I’aekaehe, Kidney and
Lladder and F i uia'. v t.onbles. At all drug
gists orhv mail 5o ets. Mimple free. Address
Tia* Mother d a y ( •>.. LeLoy, N. Y .

B A n o o k , M r ., .I un e 5, H.*05.

V R I B !

PACIFIC t\Y.
Klfeefive , him* 4th, P.M5.
'Trains 1>;tily Except Sunday Except Other
wise Slat (Hi.
DFPALTFLFS.

v

Eastern 5.20
Atlantic ti,20.

Eastern 0.2< *a. m.
Atlantic ln.20.

Mix***!, Wi*ek day s for St.
Stephen, St. Andrews,
Fredericton, St. .lohu ami
Fast; Ymieelioi'o, l.angor,
Portland, Boston, etc.
Express, \\Y***k days for
Woodstock, and all points
North; Presque Isle, K*lmumlstoii,
Liviere
du
I ,O llp lY t> llt*lH *< ‘.

Eastern 4.40 p
Atlantic 5.4ii.

Mixed, Week days for
McAdam, St.
Stephen,
(St. Andrews after duly
1st,'; Vane**l>oi">, Bangor,
Portland,
Boston, etc.,
Mont teal and points West ;
Fredericton, St. dolm and
points Fast.

Eastern 8.50 p. in. Mixed tor Woodstock, N
Atlantic 0.50
A LL1 V A LN.
Eastern (1.7 *a. in. Mixt*d W**ek days from
Woodst* K-k.
Atlautie 7.25.
Eastern 10.20a. in. Mix**d Week days from
Atlantic 11.20
St. .folio ami East ; Fred

ericton, St. Stephen, (St.
Andrews after .Inly 1st,)
Boston,
Montreal
ami
JM>ilits West.
astern 5.45 a. in. Mixed \V<*ek days from
Woodstock,
and north
Atlantic 0.45.
Presque I si**,
Edmumlston,
and Kivien*
du
Loup, ami
Fredericton,
etc., via Hibson Brandi.
Eastern !i.4K p. 111. Mixed \Y**ok *lays from
St. John, ami East : Fred
Atlantic lo. is.
ericton, St. Stephen, St,
A ndrews,
Y’aneeimro,
Bangor, Portland and Bos
ton. etc.
('. I*]. K. L'SSII EL. ( J. I’. A. Montreal.

F re d e ric to n E x h ib itio n !
Agricultural and Industrial
Fair and Live Stock Show
Open to th e M aritim e P ro v in ce s

Sept. 2 1,22,23,25,26,27, 1905
F R E D E R IC T O N , N. B.

N EW B R U N SW IC K 'S B IG F A IR
6 DAYS !

6 DAYS !

( ) F 1. DI ( \T I (> N AND A MI ' S E M E VI

I1L1M

I; X < LI SI V E END AHEM E NT AT I . ALHE E \ I’ ENM

1kingiT Dt'iiding
Deal 11 Defying
I le-peiatt* I (are-1 (evil

i In

D IA V O L O

Wonderful Ac! ’

l.ooTI Mi THE LOOP

Tin* Chasm Wmlting Cyeli-t in In- 'Tr*‘im*mloiisly Phenom
enal Feat ol ri'11tig 1lo >vn a 00 loot i1**■Ii11•* **o an or*l.nary
safety Bicycle and limlmg I imself ami wh****l through 4U
feet of -pace, alialit in*, on the hrokeii pathway, miraeiiloii.-ly jesumtsi and wheeling
calmly to tin* ground.

LEO N D O

Loth Act- A BS< 1 1. 1 T F I . y

F L E E on the enclose*! grounds twice *aeh day.

3 D ays TRO TTIN G AND PACING 3 D ays
l.ow, Late-ami ExeurMoms on all line-,
i ’or I'ri/e l.i-t-'. Entry IHanks ami all imfoi mat ion tniili *'ss,

,1 * 1[ |s

C V 'M 'L F I.I, XI. F. 1’., 1’resilient.

W. S. 11<x •P F L, Secretary.

I'yiiy-I’cctonil Sootlu*H Soro V,uu£*
and tuakea teixl*T throat** well and stroiit'.

R e a u t l f u l ( 'o u n > o r l* o n *.

B e la te d A d v ice .

“T h at coat looks shabby,” remarked
Hicks to his intimate friend, t .e poet.
“ Why don’t you have It turned?”
“Do you think this coat has three
Sides?” asked the impecunious one sad
ly. And nothing more was said on
toe subject.
P a trio tic .

“T h at horrid Uxoriy has married
again?”
“ Yes, and he’s awfully fond of ills
latest wife. He says she’s his glorious
fourth.”—Chicago Tribune.

would lay the world at your
(laughingly)—My dear sir, It
Don’t assume credit

N ew Y o rk
D eco ratin g
C om pany

Petition of Katahdin Farm ers
Telephone Com pany.

A rran g em en t of T ra in s
in E ffect
Ju n e 5, 1905.
P u llm an Car S erv ice.
Ju n e 5, 1905

Sen*ttiv ene*M o f P la n t* .

Darwin gave it as his opinion that
some plants can see, and an Indian
botanist relates some curious incidents
which tend to verify the belief. Ob
serving one morning that the tendrils
her castle in Wales. A guest there
who was spending a sleepless night of a convolvulus on ills veranda bail
decidedly leaned over toward his leg
rose before dawn to open his bedroom
as lie lay in an attitude of repose, lie
window.
Immediately there was a
tried a series of experiments witii a
violent ringing of bells in different
long pole, placing It in such a position
parts of the castle. The visitor made
that the leaves would have to turn
bis way downstairs, only to And him
aw ay from the light in order to reach
self In immineut danger of being lac
it. In every ease be found that tin*
erated by a whole troop of snapping
tendrils set themselves visibly toward
and snarling dogs. It turned out that
be bad unwittingly set the diva’s tile pole and in a few hours hud twined
themselves closely around it.

patent burglar traps going the dogs
being released from their chains by an
electric connection with the window.

B. & L R. R.

I, 1905,

The haughty are always the victims
their own rash conclusions.—L e
Sag*.

of

The horse shares with woman tlie
gift of the greatest animate physical
beauty, and the classification does tlie
lady no discredit. As for man, his
partner in pulchritude is away down
tlie line, probably a mule and maybe
a burro.—San Francisco ('all.

GERMS CAUSE DYSPEPSIA
IF YOU D O N ’T KILL T H E D I S E A S E G E R M S T H E Y W ILL KIL L YOU. P E P S O I D S D R IV E T H E G E R M S
O UT O F T H E S T O M A C H AND R E B U I L D S IT. W R I T E F O R A FULL S I Z E D B O T T L E F R E E .

A noted physician of Pittsburg, Pa., in
a recent letter to Dr. Oidmau says:
“Does your wife insist on having tlie
“ inyoiir proscription known asT’opwiiil**’ you
Inst word?” said the man who asks im luivo given tho medical world t ho tfroatost and
most valued disco very in medicine of 1110 proson t
pertinent questions.
contury. You luivo at last solvod t ho problem
“Certainly not,” answered Mr. Meek- that has ha lik'd t hi* skill of tin* host physicians of
rocont times, how to euro pernmnuudy all
ton. “She doesn’t have to insist.”— Acute
or Chronic Stomach Pisousos known ns
Washington Star.
Dyspopsia, Indigestion.Catarrh "f 'ho SKwuuch
und Durost ive Woiiknoss. 1 loivo usi*d your pro
scription, ' Popsoiils.’ in iiundr**ds of cases wit li
Be extraordinary in your excellence on t a simile failure.I utt rilmto t liosnccessof your
troatuiout
mainly to tho fact that tho disoaso
if you like, but be ordinary in your dis
The Lniit Word.

play of it.—Balthasar Crucian.

trorms <-f tho stomach cannot resist IVp-oid-.
Your theory that most Stomach l)ijeu-e- aro
hromflit atom? by multitudosof licfannio 4i<oast>-hiI't'diin; tr*’rms must ho correct, judtrim:
from tho remarkahlo ri'sults attain*'*! from rto*
uso of your ‘Popsoids.’ 1 consider ’Pop-onl-' tin*
bost anil most valuable remedy yet discovered,
for the treatment of stubborn stomach ailments."
Pepsoids cure
Dyspepsia and all
Stomach Diseases, in a new way, by re
pairing the woruout lining of the Stomach
and at tlie same time, destroy all diseasebreeding germs. Dyspepsia and the worst

forms of Stomach Disorders once cured
in this way never returns.
!’ *p-oid- a r e sold a t di m; store** at 60c a bottle
on an absolute tfuaruntei' or money refunded.
H you have not used Popsoids before,
we will send you a 50-cent bottle FRHR.
Send ns your name and address ami you
will receive promptly, a full sued bottle.
You do not obligate yourself to pay a cent.
All we ask. after l’op-oids ha v*» cu red or great ly
bei (^jtti'it you is, that you recommend I’epsoidt*
to your friemls*. Try I’ep oid« to-day th**y will
cure you. Thu Vio('lienor:il('0. ( Incur", lib 9

Sold and recom m ended by R O B T . J. C O C H R A N , Houlton, K IN C A ID 8c W IL S O N , M ars Hill, M « .
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Marsardis.

BATTLEFIELD ORATIONS.

7

T H E H O T E L C H ILD .
elders. He learns the history and tra*
ditious of the tribe as they are related
A G r e a t D e a l o f F i c t i o n A b o u t th<*
ubout tlie hearthstone of the tepee la Dancers T h a t B e s e t the Lsoklesa O fW lA i Bros, have cloeed their mills
R e co rd e d M a rtia l S p e e ch e s.
s p r i n g o t Hs at less Parents.
REARING AND TRAINING OF INDIAN the evening. There, too, he hears
for the Meaon.
Somebody once asked the Duke of
It is not the material aids to ex
stories of the chase, of war, of prow
BOYS AND GIRLS.
Wellington if speeches on the battle
A aportiog party touring the county
ess, and he is quick to catch the sub isten ce which are the bane of the hotel
field were really made as reported and
child; it is the mental and spiritual At
la an automobile arrived at Masardis
Do you ever stop to think of the wbat was their effect. The duke said, T h e W » y t h e I n f a n t a A r e D re a n e d tle points of the tale and to learn the titude accompanying this lift which
Toeeday.
a n d C r a d l e d —T h e O c c a a l o n a l B a t h so< rets of stalking the game or am is to be deprecated.
It destroys a
effect of using cheap Vinegar ? “What effect on the whole army can
The daughter
o f W a t e r , S un a n d A i r —G uinea a n d bushing the enemy.
be
made
by
a
speech
since
you
cannot
democratic spirit through emphasizing
A aam ber of our citizens are intend- We buy our
learns
her
mother’s
arts,
as
does
the
S p o r t * o f t h e L i t t l e O nea.
conveniently make it heard by more
white girl, by practical attempts un the difference between the servant and
fo§ to attend the Presque Isle fair next
than a thousand men standing about
Given a reasonable chance for life, der the mother's supervision. The arts the served, it exaggerates the power
you1/’’ Then the duke was asked if the Indian child is as happy, hopeful,
and occupations of both sexes are few, of money, fosters a spirit of dtpsndit were not the fact that Napoleon de
Edward Giggy a prosperous farmer
umbitious and playful as is the white and the process of acquiring an edu ence and unfits the pampered individ
livert'd some rather notable orations
ual for any other kiud of life, and,
had the uiafortune to lose his building
cation is not a long or difficult one.
on the field. The duke would not hate child born under much happier cir
worst of all, in a child so brought up
by fire. Sunday evening the family
it. “The proclamations you read of In cumstances, suys the Los Angeles
there oau be no understanding or love
PO W DERED TEA.
were preparing to attend evening ser
the French army were much more seen Times. He is, too, quite as imitative,
of home. There may be some future
in tlie papers than by the soldiers they uud, like his white cousin, he apes the
for the child who knows nothing of
▼iee aad aat down to supper when fire
from H. J . Heinz Co., a concern were meant for Paris.” It was all ways and manners of his elders and I t I* S « I«1 to H a k e a H o t t e r I n f n a io n art, some function for the one to whom
T h u n th e W h o le l.e u v e * .
WM discovered in the roof of the house
literature makes no appeal aud who Is
that sells no cider, but puts the rigid, the duke agreed, to address a mimics their occupations in his [day.
An
English
traveler says in a letter
. A fow articles of furniture were saved
regiment upon presenting it with col
not sensitive to music, but there is no
The infant Indian possesses rather
to the London dimes: "History tells
Aon the lower rooms. One of the whole of the first pressing of the ors and that sort of tiling. On the more dignity than the ordinary white us lii.it when eofle. was tirst brought place in the state for the man who has
whole, French troops might be more child. This Is chiefly owing to the care
apples,
and
only
that,
into
Cider
neither initiative, self reliance, patriot
■00 ipeceeded in getting the horses
impressed by a speech than the Eng he receives rather than to inherited to the cities of wt.stern Europe the first ism nor love of home. He is a soolal
Vinegar.
Their
Vinegar
is
strict
inaki
is
of
it
were
Turks.
They
roast
Oat of the barn. Supposed to be sparks
lish, who in the duke’s Waterloo army sedateuess.
menace, a disease. The community la
In his infancy he is
and ground tbe berries and served
the chimney that was the cause ly pure, of fine flavor, and we offer were, lie declared, “the scum of the strapped to n board or securely [lacked ed
better off without this satellite of the
it and guarantee its quality with earth, who had all enlisted for drink.” in an elongated basket woven for that the liquor, as it is served to this day manager, parasite of the bell boy and
in the east, grits and all. We still
perfect confidence. We also sell The French, with their system of con purpose, where be can neither kick nor drink coffee as we drank it then, with source of supply for the waiter.
scription, had a fair sprinkling of all squirm. He cries less than Ills white
If there Is one child in our communlthis difference that we mostly omit
Heinz Pure Pickling Vinegar, the classes.
cousins, because he early learns that the grits and drink an infusion iustead ty who is superfluous it is the hotel
“No,” comments a writer, “all these
child. As places for temporary occu
of a decoction, it was not so with tea.
Mfi. P . D . Shaw is at preMnt visit best for all general pickling pur martial obiter dicta which our histories it is an unprofitable occupation.
The Indian mother is very accommo No Chinaman was imported with the pation by homeless and childless adults
poses.
fog Bloods in Middle Simonds, N. B
treasure up for us were for the most dating. If her infant wishes to cry
hotels are to be tolerated, but aa resi
It will pay you to trade where part never spoken at all. The ‘last she lets him do so. She does not, like first pound of tea to teach us how to dences for children they are without
: Mf«. Joha Barker died recen ly after
make and drink it. The consequence
you can find the best goods words’ of dying men and the speeches the white mother, rush to the child lias been that we have never drunk the possibility of excuse.—Miss Martha
a shost lUaoM leaving a husband and
made on the battlefield or the deck of when lie begins to bowl and try to
8. Beasley in Everybody’s Magazine.
and always at reasonable
tea in the Chinese way that is, us a
two ehUdven to mourn her loss.
an admiral's flagship are not to be re pacify Inin. She lets him howl till he
simple infusion.
prices.
garded us Inning been actually ut tires of it and ceases of his own ac
Ana are demolishing much
FIVE M IN U T E S .
"At first there seems to have been
tered. Tlie famous ‘Up, guards, and at cord. It is because crying brings them
thabev land and the cottages
great doubt ns to how to deal with
’em!’ accredited to Wellington ut W a attention that most children cry. The
tlie new herb. It is even suld that it U n d e r S o m e C l r o u m e t a n c e a I t Seems
Oth side of the lake belonging
terloo, wax never spoken. Wellington young Indian does not get the atten
a V e ry Lon er T i m e .
was sometimes boiled with salt and
tO H « l . Llewellyn Powers and H VV
Strictly ('ash Grocery and himself denied it.”
In
a
murder
trial before a western
tion, so he soon cuts out crying en butter ami served up as a sort of
court the prisoner was able to account
tirely.
With
crying,
kicking
and
U danger of being destroyed
spinach. Tbe old phrase ‘a dish of tea’
Meat Market
FELLING GOODS.
squirming eliminated there is really seems to bear out this legend. Finally for the whole of his time except five
Marley lost his camp back of 70 Main St.
Houlton, Me.
nothing left for him but to remain it came to be settled that the most minutes on the evening when the crime
Ohi anonntain, also 5 cords of bark and
T h e M e th o d s T h a t L e a d t o S a c r e n l a
calm and look dignified. This is what wholesome and pleasant way to treat was committed. His counsel argued
DiiMlneiMt L i f e .
that it was Impossible for him to have
ifoonl 10 logs on account of forest fires
he does, as a rule.
the tea leaf was to make it into a kind
When a customer cornea In, don’t,
The Indian’s baby wardrobe is a of sweet soup with sugar and milk or killed the man under the circumstances
H. J . Brown hat opened his potato
whatever you do, drag yourself out of very simple affair. It generally con
in so brief a period, and on that plea
cream. I have personal knowledge of
commenced buying for the Whereas Harmon E. Curtis of Monticello th e chair as though you were disturbed
sists of a single cloth or skin, as the no country in Europe but one where largely based his defense, the other
in the County of Aroostook and State of from a rest, but jump up and greet her
testimony being strongly against his
Maine by his mortgage deed dated the twenty- or him ns though you were really case may be, wrapped around and tea Is used as in China Bortugal, client.
around the small one. It is about two which got its knowledge of teamaking
eighth day of April. A. 1). 1904 and record
When the prosecuting attorney re
ed In the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in glad to wait on them. Act so they will minutes’ work for the red mamma to from a province of China with which
plied, he said: “How long a time really
ask
for
you
the
next
time
they
come
Vol. 203, Page 473, conveyed to LuoeneA.
Hill of Littleton in said Aroostook County, to the store. The salesman who Is dress her child uml bind It to the board at this time no other nation of Europe is five minutes? Let us see. Will bis
certain portion of the west iialf of lot num constantly being asked for by cus or basket which serves as a crib. The was in contact.
Hr. and Mrc. E . F. Greenlaw, who abered
honor command absolute silence In the
board or basket is then stood upright
thirty-five (35) in the south half of
“It was while traveling on horseback
•evert! days at Forest City re- said Mont'icello, said tract being bounded on tomers never has to worry about a in a corner of the dwelling, if her work witli a guide in the wilder parts of courtroom for that space?”
The judge graciously complied. There
the west by the west line of said lot; on the job.
is in the house, or against a convenient l'ortugal, away from shoos and inns,
Thursday.
south by the south line of said lot and mi
was a clock on the wall. Every eye In
Don’t be stiff and act or feel as
bank or bowlder, if the work is in the where we bad perforce to make experi
north by the north line of said lot and on
M i l Independent Telephone Com- the
the east by a line running parallel with ttie though you were far the mental su field, or, if it is in the forest, the cradle ments in the most economical use of the courtroom was fixed upon It ae the
Is making rapid progress in con east line of said lot and far enough distant perior of the customer. If you do, no may be suspended from the bough of a the few ounces of tea und coffee that pendulum ticked off the seconds. There
from the east fine of said lot to leave for the sale will result.
was a breathless silence.
its linm in this town,
we could afford to carry with us, that
tree.
occupant of the eastern part of said lot just
We all know how time which le
Just for the sake of argument, let us
one
hundred
acres;
that
portion
of
said
lot
The care of the child is as simple as we hit upon a discovery. Having no
idie Anderson with her broth- hereby conveyed containing about forty-nine take all the successes In your city, no
waited for creeps and halts and at last
its dress. It receives little attention milk, we drank our tea, as most Bor^ Of Ffcaakie, are spending a few weeks (49) acres, said portion being the same convey matter wlmt line they are in. Do they outside of the giving of nourishment tugese drink theirs, as a simple infu does not seem to move at all.
ed to said Harmon E. Curtis by Leslie A. advertise?
The keen witted counsel waited until
OOnt Mrs. Samuel Berry,
at stated intervals. Occasionally, once sion, sweetened with sugar.
Curtis by deed dated April 28, 1904. And
the tired audience gave a sigh of relief
Tlie public, somehow or other, seem
whereas
the
said
Lucene
A.
Hill
by
his
deed
“I
remembered
to
have
read,
I
bea
week
or
once
in
every
two
or
three
toeeooial events of the season of assignment dated the twenty-sixth (2i|) day to be able to read between the lines.
at the close of the period, and then
Jjeve in the travels of tbe Abbe Hue,
j|||t folsphone party given by Mr of August, A. 1). 1905, and recorded in the If your ad. is not truthful they will not weeks, as may be most convenient, that when the Chinese desire to be asked quietly:
several of the Indian mothers make a
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol. 190 respond.
“Could he not have struck one fatal
jplllm. William donee Tuesday after;e 197, assigned and conveyed to me, the
thrifty in tlie use of the finer and blow lu all that time?”
It takes more than a mere cut to at little bathing party and go to some
undersigned,
Ann
Scott,
of
said
Littleton
evening. The invitations said mortgage deed and the debt thereby tract the eye to make your ad. pay. pool or stream and give the babies a more expensive teas they grind the
The prisoner was found guilty, and,
to powder and use less for the In
as It was proved afterward, justly.
over the phone, and al- secured and all his right, title and interest in There must be solid, honest store new's bath. There are none of the little lux leaf
uries of the bath of the white baby, fusion. We found that tea could be
the promises therein described. And where
l^mmppiiao Invited did not have very as the condition of said mortgage is broken, of good values behind it.
sudh as scented soap, soothing powders ground in a coffee mill ns easily as
Never
underrate
the
Intelligence
of
now therefore by reason of the breach of the
T H E DOG'S COAT.
coffee, that tea made with the powder
,1'^|i|^|v.-|>o|a>teg for the party they condition
thereof,.! claim a foreclosure of said your customer. He mnj’ know more and the like. The little ones are loos
is
as
good
as
or
better
than
when
made
ened
from
their
bonds,
their
wrap
is
mm hand at 4 o'clock to answer mortgage and give this notice for the purpose about the artie’e you are showing than
B r a s h I t , b a t D o N ot Wash I t , I f Tom
‘ foreclosing the same.
removed, and they are laid in the shal with the whole leaf and that tlie pow
W a a t It P a rfa c t.
you
do.
to th|'von oall. After an enDated at Houlton, Me., Aug. 30,1905.
der, naturally, goes further than the
Post yoursel’ on every article you low water of the [tool or stream to kick
In the Country Calendar Reginald V.
330
ANN
.SCOTT
tea
leaf.”
honr of cocial conversation they
By her Attorney L yman S. S t k ic k i . axp
are expected 1o sell, so you can talk and splash und disport to their hearts’
Mahew writes; “Even careful feeding
^;;^fm»,lhvitad to the dining room where
convincingly and knowingly. That Is content, while their mothers chat upon
will not give a dog’s coat that glow
S te rn **'* B a il G r a m m * !-.
what sells goods convincing talks. the bunk near by. After a season they
IT"-m51
W4i j ^ n with goodies and
which Is such a sure sign of health If
Among
authors
of
any
rank
tbe
Never mind the price; that will tuke are removed and dried.
he is continually washed with soap and
pvoaided over the ice-cream Petition of Katahdin Farmers’ care
Are they tenderly wiped with soft, most incorrigible offender, from the water. Owners who allow their dogs
of itself. Brains.
grammarian’s
point
of
view,
was
Telephone
Company.
clean linen? No, Indeed. About the
tht guests were invited to
to live In the house are forever wash
the Honorable Board of County Com
middle of each grown baby is tied a Sterne. That lay for lie does not con ing the wretched animal and forever
A S te v e n a im S to r y .
and the program o f - t i e Tomissioners
stantly
appear
In
his
writings
in
mod
of Aroostook:
A book on Stevenson tells of a speech piece of cloth, and they are hung by ern editions Is not due to hltn, but to complain that his coat is coming out.
The Katahdin Farmers’ Telephone Comw m m follows : instrumental
lany hereby respectfully makes application he made at a gathering of Scotchmen this cloth from the bough of some con the editors of his works. Contempo The of toner tlie dog is washed and
mwcle I f Mite Sadie Anderson and ’o ra written permit to erect telephone poles in Samoa. He said: “1 cannot say why venient tree to dry in the air and sun
scrubbed the more will his coat leave
wires along tlie following named high
shine, while their mothers continue rary critics attacked him for perpetrat
Wilson, a story by M r and
way in Township 1, Range 5, in Aroostook we are proud to be Scotsmen, but the their briefly interrupted gossip. Later ing “such English,” but their censure Its trail and the deader and duller will
remains that we are. It is not
lw w ll in ]l, » »lo by Mr*. Taylor County, Maine.
had no effect upon his practice. When It look. The health aud growth of a
The highway referred to in tlie above ap fTmf ofiWaitd is sunny like these trop tbe human fruit is plucked from the in 1708 ills “Sentimental Journey” was dog’s coat depend entirely on a natu
« * « • * * • «U fashioned games consist- plication is as follows:
ical Isles, and Its climate Is not even brandies, and the little ones are wrap published the leading review of the ral oil from the skin. As often as the
The west Aroostook Road, so-called, in
ped and cradled, when they ride upon
'1m$ of telephone etc. A t 11. 15 the said
Township Number One, Jtange Five, in lovely. Scotland’s history contains lit
duy savagely assailed him for adopting dog is washed so often is the oil wash
the backs of their mothers to their
tie
that
Is
not
disgusting
to
people
of
said
Aroostook
County.
gHtf heoho np and after thanking their
a vulgarism characteristic “of a city ed out und so much more Is the de
Dated at Island Falls, July 17, 1905.
humane feelings.
That long brawl rude homes.
news
writer," It said. “But Marla lays struction of the coat. If a dog were
fatal and hostess for the enjoyable KATAHDIN FARMERS’ TELEPHONE which is called Scottish history con
It has been frequently remarked that
in my bosom,” wrote Sterne. “Our brushed every day for five or ten min
COMPANY.
evening they had spent they returned
By C. E. MILLIK EN, l’res. tains scarcely one object that Scots Indian children all seem strung, healthy readers,” remarked the irate reviewer, utes against as well as with the grain
have patience with.” The address drew and well formed. There is a reason “may possibly conclude that Maria his coat would not only have a luster,
tn their 'hodnM.
STA T E OF MAINE.
tears to the eyes of a German who had for this In a number of the tribes. It was the name of a favorite pullet.” but would cease to distribute itself all
Mm Union Sunday Schools held their
A r o o s t o o k , ss.— Court of County Com’rs. gone to the meeting violently preju has been the practice with most west Sterne’s Indifference to the rebukes he over the place except for a very'short
a t Orseeent Park Saturday, Aug
July Adj. Term Held July 28, uh>5.
diced against Stevenson.
No sooner ern tribes to refuse life to weukly or received on this particular point seems time ouce or twice a year. Besides
Upon
the
foregoing
petition
it
is
ordered
had
the
speaker
finished
than
the meet deformed infants born to them. In the to indicate that he was one of those this, brushing has a stimulating ef
Mfo day w m pleMantly spent by
that notice thereof lie given by publishing a ing proceeded to clasp hands and s:ug cuse of albino children, which are by
who regarded the usage as proper.-- fect on the whole system, helps the
and old.
copy of said petition and this order thereon,
no means uncommon, tbe child is left
I To feasor Thomas It. Lounsbury In blood circulation; by this the digestion,
in the Aroostook Times, a newspaper printed “Auld Lang Syne.”
to perish of neglect and starvation, for
aud so the general health.”
and published at Houlton, in said County, and
Harper’s Magazine.
the Indians believe that these children
Sscvetary Wilson thinks that the that a hearing thereof be given at the Com.
C urloiiH T i t l e s .
Office in Court House, at Houlton
M a c M a k o n ’* E ip ig r a m * .
The English tvforme:s adopted some are marks of displeasure on the part
mmedf foe the scandals in the Agri- missioners’
A S m o k e r ’* Fn«l.
in said County, on Tuesday, Sept. 5,1905, at
of the Great Spirit, and they cannot be
When Marshal MacMahon In the
curious
titles
for
their
devotional
and
3
o’clock
in
the
afternoon,
at
which
time
and
enfcnnl Department is larger salaries,
There are some men who have cer
Crimean campaign took the Malxkoff
|[>lace residents and owners of property upon controversial works. “Matches Lighted Induced to meddle with the child, ei
dfohirilg that $ 3 ,0 0 0 per year or less idle highways tube affected by the granting at the I>ivjw« Fire,” “The Gun of Peni ther to put it out of the way by drown tain fads about smoking, aud some of by storm and wrote his celebrated, dis
those fads are curious and expensive,
of the permit applied for, and all other persons
fof slsvks and officials having to live in interested shall nave full opportunity to show tence.’’ “The Shop of the Spiritual ing or suffocation, as is their practice said a New York dealer. I know a patch, " J 'y suis, j ’y reste” (“Here I
with
deformed
children,
or
to
give
it
am; here I stay”), these words made
Washington is an irresistible tempta cause why such.permit should not be granted. Apothecary,” “The Bank of Faith,”
Said notice to be given at least fourteen (14) “Sixpenny worth of Divine Spirit,” nourishment, that It may have a chance man who believes that the retention of him famous all over the world. Yet
the ash on the end o f the cig a r makes
tion to Melting and graft. The Secre days before said hearing.
to live.
his friends said that the worthy soldier
SAMUEL C. GREEN LAW, ) Co. Com’rs. “Somi‘ Fine Biscuits Baked In the
the cigar smoke better and taste bet
When
a
child
is
old
enough
to
begin
had written them In the most m atter
tory m j ho light but it.doee not usual- LEW IS E. JACKMAN,
Oven of Charity. Carefully Conserved
\
of
ter. He says if he were a rich man
of fact rnanuer, with no thought of
E. DUNN.
\Aroostook Co For the Chickens of the Church,” “The walking the board or basket cradle is
far f p fk that way, m we have observed. CHARLES
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk. Sparrows of the Spirit” and “The discarded, and the next few years of he would never smoke a cigar after phrase making. The most surprised
the ash had fallen from It. I attempt person over the success of this epi
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Mmmow money a man or women gets
Sweet Swallows of Salvation” me the child’s life are years of freedom.
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk.
ed to persuade him that a cigar that gram was MacMahon himself.
He
gambols
about
the
paternal
dwell
Bm move they generally want, and those
among the number.
lug, inside and out, as do the puppies retained the ash was possibly better
that w ill be dishonest on a $ 3 ,0 0 0
A n c ie n t J e w e l r y .
which are bis companions. He Is na because by this it showed that it was
F o u r N a tio n * .
salary wonld be equally so on a larger
The Jewelry found In au excavation
ked
usually unless be needs protection more evenly and Closely rolled and
Practical Idealism takes with the
one If the same opportunities were open
German chiefly the form of devotion to from the cold, and be can stand much properly seasoned, but the knocking of near on e o f the pyramids o f old Momduty. In the Russian it is a readiness colder weather than ordinary white the ash from such a cigar would not phis, Egypt, exhibits about as much
to them* In fMt most of the grafting
injure the flavor or the smoking qual skill In working gold aud precious
SUMMER SERVICE.
to sacrifice everything to his inward children.
and boodling and blackmail that is
ity. But he would not he convinced. stones as now exists, although the ar
Children
of
from
six
to
sixteen
years
feeling.
In
the
Anglo
Saxon
it
is
the
S I X T R IP S A WEEK TO BOSTON.
now seandalizing the country comes
staking of the whole person for a con find a deal of delight In active game-s He says he can tell the difference im ticles found were made 4,300 years ago.
Commencing Monday, May 1,1905, steam
Aom thorn drawing big salaries and ers leave Bangor daily, except Suuduy at crete, palpable and distinctly fixed pur and athletic sports-wrestling, racing mediately. And so he goes about care The figures cut ou amethyst aud carand such games as deer uud hounds, fully guarding the ashes on tbe end of nelian are described as exquisite and
ooniiolliag large funds.
There are 1.30 p. m. for Winterport, Buck sport, Bel pose. In the Frenchman It is a general
fast, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
idea which carries him away to great mimic battle, follow the leader, throw his weeds as long as possible and look anatomically correct. The gold la skill
For Hampden and Searsport Mondays, deeds. Baron F. von Wrangell in Con the spear, hide and seek and many ing upon their accidental loss as a tem fully worked, aud precious stoues are
move embesslen, bank officials and pro
Wednesdays and Fridays at 1.30 p. in.
other games, some of which arc simi porary misfortune.
let Into it so as to give tbe effect of
temporary Review.
moter! in jail for this sort of business
RETURNING.
enameling.
lar to those played by white children.
From Boston daily except Sunday at 5 p. in.
than there are poor clerks and moder
S u c r e * * K itn icr T h e n F u l l a r e .
L ittle I )r e * n n a k f r * of P a ri* .
The fondest desire of the heart of
From Rockland daily, except Monday, at
ate Mlatied officials of the government 5.30 a. in., via. Camden, Belfast, Buck sport,
A Helping Hand.
We say success is easier than failure; the Indian pHrent Is that the child shall
The pinson is a French song bird,
and Winterport.
“I have heard,” stammered her timid
that a man who makes u success In life be brave and self reliant. Tbe child and the pet Res eouturieres of l ’aris
—Watei villa Mail.
From Searsport and Hampden Tuesdays,
works less, worries less and has an Is never whipped, for that tends to are universally called liiimls pinsons admirer, “that you are engaged. Ie It
Thursdays ana Sundays.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers easier time generally than the man break his spirit and make a coward of (little song birds), because of the habit —er—true?”
Cott of the War in Men Mo ney of this company is insured against fire and who makes a failure and spends Ids him. Nevertheless Indian children are they have of always singing at their
“l m not engaged yet,” replied the
marine risk.
time in telling how be Is smarter than respectful, obedient and retiring. Tliev work. Crowded, hundreds of them, lu fair girl, “hut I hope to be soon.”
Warships to Each Side.
“ Er how soon?” he asked.
other people, but that "luck” bus been keep their corner in the h o m e and do ill lighted, badly ventilated, great
War began
Feb 4 , 1904
” In a few minutes,” she replied, with
against him. Atchison Globe.
not mingle in the conversation of their ateliers, during the busy season, they
Duration, days
527
stiteli and sing from 7 o’clock in the •Lining eyes, l ’hiladelphla Ledger.
elders.
An 0 ]> tiiu i*t.
The Indian father tells his sons morning until long after midnight, and
Ooet to JUMia
$ 1 ,8 7 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
N o t e * W e l l K n o w * D o w n Hare.
“Ob, ves, lie's quite an enthusiast. stories of prowess as they gather they earn, tbe vast majority of them,
Coat to Japan
$ 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
SumII
girl, lu bed, being read to by
He goes in for tilings in real earnest.”
50
cents
n
day.
around the open tire in the middle of
Roaeia'e casualties in battle
4 2 0 ,0 0 0
“Yes, if some o.ie were to send him the lodge or before tbe door of the
With this amount they must not only an elder cousin. Small Girl—When I
1*37 Farm Hunters answered our news
on a wild goose chase he’d speak of dwelling for the purpose of eiieourag
board, lodge and clothe themselves, die, shall I go to heaven, Mary?
JepnnoM CMualties in battle
170,0 0 0 paper advertising during July.
If you want to get a quick, cash sale himself afterward as a sportsman.
but they must also make provisions Mary Oh, yes, If you are a good gUrl.
ing
them
to
bravery
and
reliance.
The
Rnaeian warships lost or captured
73 write today for our FREE description
I
Philadelphia
Press.
for tbe morte saison, four months from Small Girl—I want to see Moses
mother
schools
them
to
endurance
and
blanks, so that your farm may be brought
shall
tell
him
I
heard
quite
a
lot
about
JapeneM warships lost
12 to the attention of these Farm Buyers.
patience under suffering. No [tains are the middle of June till the middle of
H i* O p p o s ite .
We require no advance payment —
September, when, the gay world of him down here.—Loudon Globe.
Valne of Russian ships lost
spared to inculcate in them those qual
“ Strout’s Bargain L ist” of big trades
She They say that persons of oppo Ities so admired by the red men
Baris being a la canipagne, no orders
$ 1 5 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 mailed free.
•
• r site qualities make the happiest mar
The power of speech differentlatee
The edueation of the child is brought for work are given, workshops are
Value of Japanese ships lost
riages. He That’s why I ’m looking about principally by observation and closed and the mlmis pinsons earn not the man from the brute, except when
he abuses his wife.—Detroit Tribune.
$ 1 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 ISONassau St., N.v. Tramant Tampla, BOSTON for a girl with money.
by listening to the conversation of the one sou. Harper's Bazar.
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Notice of Foreclosure.
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STALES IN COATS.
O rig in

o f th e

S)a(‘ l.

The Ideal
Women’s Shoes
ARE OF

FAULTLESS FIT

Designed by a Woman to
•nit Woman’s Needs.

Supports arch of foot
refeting entire body.
A l l e n I . S m it h ,
Exclusive Agent.

SHOE STORE.
lUsidence for Sale on
Highland Are.
Kutiralj owing to my increasing
we hire decided to sell our
kMMO&tb* Highlands and move sojth .
Thii ife a» opportunity for some ont< to
gal n Mil home place, good house,
plenty of land, fine garden well stocked
will —mil fruit and in one of the ?ery
W et neighborhoods in town. For terms
till it S9 Highland Ave.
H M. CIIRISS.
in A m

Notice.

__ ,
Boulton, Me., Aug. 10, 1906.
T ith e Selectmen of Boulton:
I wish to raahingle tlie roof of the “Gould
N M ta ft" soealled, on the south side of
—Mfeet Square, and respectfully request
M— to do so.

(Signed) JULIA O. WEST.

0 » tfafe foregoing application of Julia O.
wsd that a hearing on same will be
Sfelaotmen'8 office in Houlton, on
inn 98th day of August, 1906, at
In the forenoon, and that said
this order of notice thereon
three times in suoeession prior
In the Aroostook Times,
may then appear and be
ife» Aug, 10.1906.
S P.
r . PUTNAM
PUTNAM,,)) Selectmen
AS
of
Houlton.

5000

Telegraphers

HEEDED.

to tt

&

and

created by
k W«
ES of good

jg iK W TELEGRAPHY
tm4 a. a. ACCOUNTING.
— i of the Operator
In America. Our six
—rinstre Tehgraph
JbfeahUshed 90 years
i r Jffltojfftag BaUwmjr officials,
a ^ O Bood to every stoduot
§78 to §100 a mouth In
upon
mtnrat any time. No vacapartkwilars regarding any of
sdtreotto our eucouBTe office
1 0 . Catalogue free.

a

A irs eSchool

of

Telegraphy.
Ohmlwaatl. Ohio.
A gpU .

Tmmrtrana, Tax.

Buffalo, N. Y.
LaCrosaa, Wit.
Ban Frandaco, Cal.

•F fOKSCLOSOBE.
LOtte A. Harris and Emerson
Mfc of Mars HUL Aroostook County,
W .t t i saveuth day of March, A. D.
r thfebr moaligsge deed of that date,
uoL 906, page 189, of the ArooeDems at Houlton, conveyed
parcels of real estate situate
nakL bounded and described
One parcel beginning at a itake
• south line of lot Ho. 103, in
10, one hundred and seventy
) rads westerly along said south
Ite .southeast corner of said lot;
noth seventy-two (72) degrees west
sixty-nine (169) and one-half
it One of Westfield Plantation;
eighteen (18) degrees east along
. _
on line thirty-seven (37) rods to
IlMfehuiding on the southwest oorner of
[owned by Samuel Craig; thenoe south
—ylwo (79) degrees east one hundred and
and one-half (169 1 -2' rods to a
on the southeast oorner of land
n n r rwunwai Craig;
u n u g: thenoe south
I— degrees (18) deuces west
w thirty-seven
to tha* Place ofTeglMaing,
i
containing
NBfna (tofand
one-fifthTi. .
(1-6) acres. Such
panel of land being a part of lots
•nd 119 in said townofM&rs Hill.
—
r panel, beginning at a stake stand
ing on the southeast corner of lot numbered
ihandmd three (108) in said town of Mars
north seventy-two degrees (72)
south line of said lot No. 103
seventy-seven (177) rods to a
______ north 18 degrees east eighty (so)
I m i stake standing on the northeast cor
al i pie— of land oonveyed
con1
by Frank
m m e la
Craig; tlthenoe south 72
m aeaet one hundred seventy-seven a 77)
l j » n stake standing on the east line of said
Mk 108; then— south 18 degrees we t
0) rods to the piaoe of beginning,
f eighty-eight (88) and one-half (1-2)
a being a part of lot No. 103, meantotonmng to convey the same promyeyed to the said Lillie A. Harris by
l. Weston and others, all the heirs at
fianblln Dinsmore late of said Mars
J M r dead dated Feb. 99, 1904. ReBagistry towhkm reference
the condition of said mortremains broken, now
foie by reason of the breaoh of the con
ns of said mortgage, I claim a foreclosure
.andJhre this notk» fir that purpose.
_____ l i t Hoattoo, Me., this eighth day of
JufMbA.]Xl906.
GEORGE L. PENNINGTON,
By Ids attorneys, Shaw A L xwih .
m
d
..
tB
. and

( u lin v n y

T' r.-»c-k,
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The modem cilia .v;i,v .q ;v.t\g ! . 0111
the body lilting jus Mucoids of the
French us known to the court!-.?rs of
Louis X IV . anil Louis XV., and the gar
ment wus in turn probably evolved
from tin* frock or tunic worn in the
fourteenth century.
The first trace of a cutaway in any
thing like Its present form, says the
Sartorial Art Journal, is seen in old
prints of French military uniforms,
early In the eighteenth century. * For
civilian use It was worn in England
about 1785 as a riding coat, the tails
being very long. In 18t>3 it was adopt
ed iu France for walking us well as for
riding and was then in shape and cut
much nearer the modern cutaway than
any of Its predecessors, though it was
usually double breasted.
Early iu the nineteenth century tbe
cutaway had eight or nine buttons,
only the fourth, fifth and sixth being
used. This admitted of the wearer
showing his neckcloth, fancy waist
coat and frilled shirt to the best ad
vantage. Not till 1S40 or thereabout
did the cutaway become almost identi
cal with the modern garment and since
then the changes in its shape have
been comparatively slight. In 1841 the
word “cutaway” became a fixture in
the language.
The old colonial uniform worn by
Washington, with its flaps buttoned
back; the coat worn by Iilelson at the
battles of St. Vincent, the Nile and
Trafalgar, and the coat worn by Napo
leon when on his way to St. Helena
were all in a general way similar to
the cutaway frock.
The conventional dress coat of our
time is a refined younger brother, so
to speak, of the cutaway frock, and
for it we are indebted to the French,
who on the other hand credit the Eng
lish with originating tbe coat that has
evolved into onr double breasted frock.
The coat last named was introduced
into France by Montesquieu in the
year 1750.
Incidentally, we may add, tbe pres
ent black dress coat has by the Eng
lish speaking nations been restricted to
evening wear little more than half a
century.
In some continental coun
tries the dress coat is “proper form”
for wear at court or other important
formal assemblages held in tbe day
time.
The sack coat probably dates from
the “Macaronies,” who introduced it
into England in 1772, though a gar
ment somewhat similar was worn by
the Roundheads of Cromwell’s day.

f

GRADUAL DECLINE
Thi9 is the fate of sufferers from Kidney trouble, as the disease is so insiduous that often people have
serious Kidney trouble without knowing the real cause of their illness, as diseased kidneys allow the
impurities to stay in the system and atta ck the other
chioago Busine.. man Cured
Gentlemen:—About a year ago my health began
organs.
This accounts for the many different . • m° fX ^ Co.,
“ Chicago,
~
to fail, I lost flesh and never felt well. The doctor thought I had stomach
symptoms of Kidney Disease.
and liver trouble, but I became convinced that my kidneys were the causa
of my ill health and commenced taking FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE. It in
You begin to feel better a t once when taking creased my appetite and made me feel stronger, and the annoying symptoms

FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE
as it stimulates the heart, increases the circulation
and invigorates the whole system. It strengthens the
urinary organs and gives you new life and vigor.
TWO SIZ ES 50o and $ 1 .0 0

PARAG RA PH S.

Spring Styles 1905
Lamson

tfc.

Hubbard hats are

always becoming, com fort able,
stylish and fine in quality

S. FRIEDM AN ife CO.
Dull Olcll$ ftr yoftr neighbors.

Nasal

CATARRH

mediate and a cure follows. It it not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Largo Size, 50 eents at Drug
gist-? or by mall; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY li HOT H ERS, 5* Warren Street, New York.

M o th e rs 1 M o th e rs I

M o th e rs 1

o f*

announce that they are now en
gaged in the preparation of the
third edition of the Houlton B u s i
ness and Residential Directory.
W e J promise our subscribers a
durable and well-bound book,
printed in large and clear type
and containing the business and
residential address of the citizens
of the place, and in addition the
names and location of those living
on the different rural delivery
routes in the county.
In ad d i
tion there will be a classified busi
ness directory, and detailed in
formation of the m anufacturing
and enterprises, and illustrations
of public b uildings and prominent
business blocks.
Included will
be the Caribou, Fort Fairfield and
Presque Isle business and resi
dential directories.
T h e whole
to be bound in one handsome
volume.
P R IC K S $ 1.50 .
Orders may be left at this office 1
or at the E x c h a n g e Hotel addres
to Mr. I,. B. H illis or Mr. H .
L . bewis. W e want immediately
bright lady canvassers on salary
and commission.

Pumps,
Feed
Cutters,
Feed
Grinders
and Cord
Wood
Saws
([Call whether
you want to
buy or not.
Our goods will be exhibited at Bangor, Presque
Isle, Lewiston, Waterville and Farmington Fairs.

Stevens T a n k & T o w er Co
A

U
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QUAKER RANGES

G. D. MELDRIM &C0.
F u rn itu re , C arpets,
C askets and
F u n e ra l M aterial.
Opera House Block,

H a rv e st T w ice a D ay.
Kennebec Valley Daily Fanners harvest
twice a day and do not know what crop fail
ures mean. “Strout’s Spring List” describes
many big trad< sin Milk and (’mini Farms.
Some have stock and tools ineludtd. For free
oopy address li, A. Strout, Kents Hill Maine.
G14

A Q u eer T h in g A bou t J u ly .

17 Court St.

n o rr/ ro N ,

ma

in k

ryiiy-^ectoritl Slt>jn i.lit. i l<«
■»nd (jiiickly aiiays w.Ajirofr (!• r; u ■ ,•

Ju st
Two
things ri requir
ed to u n k e a
real bargain.
A satisfied buy
er and a satis
fied seller.
There will be
no
doubt
of
your satisfaction
if
you
come
hare for your

A Q u a i n t IiiN c r littio n .

®
T
R
O
U
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An old churchyard near London Is
fam ou s fo r the inscriptions on its tomb
F
A
R
M
®
stones. There is one on the memorial
of Susannah Barford, died K552, net. 10
1237 Farm Hunters answered our news
years and 13 weeks. The eon •hiding paper advertising during July.
If you want to get a quick, cash sale
lines beneath the skull and crossbones
write today for our FLIEF description
on her monument are:
blanks, so that your farm may ho brought
Her statfo was short, hftr thread was to the attention of these Farm .Buyers.
quickly spunn,
We require no advance payment —
Drawne out and cutt, got heaven, her “ Strout’s Bargain L ist” of big trades
worke was dor.e.
mailed free.
/
6

IiiH n r a n c e a n d A u u u ra n o e .

e x l i i b i t

IIow many ohildren are at this season
feverish and constipated, with bad stomaafa
and headache. Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders
for Children will always cure, if worms are
present they will certainly remove them. At
all druggists 25c. Sample mailed FRKK Kmbalmers and Funeral Director.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Ddioy, N. Y.

How we came to pronounce July ns
we do now with the accent on the sec
ond syllable is one o f the unsolved myo
teries of speech. Named, of course, a ft
er Julius Caesar, it should really be pro
nounced to rhyme with “duly,” and so
our forefathers actually did pronounce
it. Spenser, for instance, has the line,
“Then came hot July boyling like to
fire,” and even so late as Johnson's
time the accent was still on the "Ju .”
It is one of many words which would
startle those ancestors of ours, spoken
as we speak them now.—London
Chronicle.

“F a ,” asked Tommy, “what's the dif
ference between ‘assurawae’ and ’insur
ance?’ ”
“Well, my son, one is what the agent
has, and the other is what he persists in
trying to sell you.”—Catholic Standard
and Times.

o u r*

Gasoline Engines,
Wind Mills, Silos, Tanks,

Messrs. Sparrow & Co.

St.,

This world to her was but a traged play.
Shed came and saw’t, dlsltk’t and passed
away.

Houlton, Maine.

S e e

Directory.

Star Drilling Machine Co.

“The microscope teaches us,” says a
scientist, "that there are animals «o
wonderfully minute that if a thousand
of them were ranked abreast they
could easily swim, wider,:t being
thrown out of order, through the eye
of the finest cambric needle ever made.
Yet each of the minute creatures Is a
highly organized number of purticles,
capable of moving about, of finding
and devouring food and of behaving in
all respects ns becomes an animal as
distinguiffeied from a fragment of un
organized matter.” The human mlml
is utterly incapable of realizing the
structure of these little creatures and
of fully appreciating their marvelous
adaptation to the life they are des
tined to lead.

One Bottle Cured Him

A. H. Davis, Mt. Sterling, la., writes: “ I was troubled with kidney
complaint for about two years, but a one-dollar bottle of FOLEY’S KIDNEY
CURE effected a permanent cure.”

Lamson & Hubbard Houlton

An elderly person Is a mighty poor
judge of a circus.
WTe don’t blame the (frlldren.
We can start you in a ixiying business on
have done worse than
a ad ecr—
nail oapital. Machines easy and simple to
to have our way.
operate. Write for free illustrated catalogue
The young hate work, but it is Ike and full information.
last pride, the last joy of the aged, that
they are able to do it.
Office : 10 4 1 *11 ! ton
N. Y .
Sometimes a hostess has this kind of
misfortune: Her guests have such a
good time they don't want to go home.
Be careful what you say to some peo
ple.
[N. B.—On second thought we
hove decided not to use that word
In all its stages there
“some.” ]
should be cleanliness.
When a man has a picture taken, for
the first five weeks afterward he Ely’s Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals
spends a great deal of thue in taking the diseased membrane.
surreptitious looks at it and wonder It cures catarrh and drives
ing if every one else sees the good away a cold In the Le»d
points in it so plain to his eyes.— quickly.
C ream B a lm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
Atchison Globe.
over the membrane and is absorbed. Iielief is im
M in u te A n i m a l L i f e .

E. C. Watkins, sexton of the Methodist Church, Springfield, P a., writes:
My wife has been very bad with kidney trouble and tried several doctors
without benefit. After taking one bottle of FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURB was
much better, and was completely cured after taking four bottles.”

ROBT. J. C O C H R A N , Agent,

For sale by
P O IN T E D

disappeared. I am now sound and well.— J . K .H orn, 1354 Diversey BIvd«
C b l c o . J u n . i l , 1902. C u r e d H lj W |fe

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

|5 0 Na«aau 81., N.Y. TremontTemple, BOSTON

For Sale.
A second hand Smith Premier type
writer in good repair will be sold at
a very reasonable price.
Apply at
TIM ES O F F IC E or at residence of J.
K . Osgood, Court St.

Piano.

The Fire Box in all Quaker Ranges
will take a 14 inch stick of wood the
full size of the box.

And will be a
satisfaction
which will grow
as you put the

Houlton Furniture Company

liisd’nment

Houlton

to the service
test. Come and
see how much
satisfaction may
be had here at
a moderate cost.

F A L L MERM , SE P T . 11, 1905.

HAGERMAN
& ASTLE,

66 Main Street,

Business College

Houlton

Business is bnsin ss. It isn’t play. It is isn’t
make-believe. It deals with Hollar* and is tether
ed to time. A business college must be practical—
and that is tho course we are giving.
A postal will bring you full particulars.

O. A. HODGINS, Prin., Houlton, Me.

